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Abstract
Shannon’s analysis of the fundamental capacity limits for memoryless communication
channels has been refined over time. In this paper, the maximum volume M˚avgpn, ǫq of
length-n codes subject to an average decoding error probability ǫ is shown to satisfy the
following tight asymptotic lower and upper bounds as nÑ8:
A
ǫ
` op1q ď logM˚avgpn, ǫq ´ rnC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ` 1
2
logns ď Aǫ ` op1q
where C is the Shannon capacity, Vǫ the ǫ-channel dispersion, or second-order coding rate,
Q the tail probability of the normal distribution, and the constants A
ǫ
and Aǫ are explic-
itly identified. This expression holds under mild regularity assumptions on the channel,
including nonsingularity. The gap Aǫ ´ Aǫ is one nat for weakly symmetric channels in
the Cover-Thomas sense, and typically a few nats for other symmetric channels, for the
binary symmetric channel, and for the Z channel. The derivation is based on strong large-
deviations analysis and refined central limit asymptotics. A random coding scheme that
achieves the lower bound is presented. The codewords are drawn from a capacity-achieving
input distribution modified by an Op1{?nq correction term.
Keywords: Shannon theory, capacity, large deviations, local limit theorem, exponentially
tilted distributions, binary symmetric channel, Z channel, Fisher information, Edgeworth ex-
pansion, random codes, Neyman-Pearson testing.
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1 Introduction
Shannon’s seminal paper [1] introduced the fundamental capacity limits for memoryless com-
munication channels. For any channel code of length n and tolerable decoding error probability
ǫ, the maximum volume of the code is given by M˚pn, ǫq “ enC`opnq. The opnq term is sig-
nificant for practical values of n, hence much effort went into characterizing it in the early
1960’s [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It was discovered that under regularity conditions, the opnq term is of
the form ´?nVǫQ´1pǫq ` op
?
nq where Vǫ is the ǫ-channel dispersion, or second-order coding
rate. The op?nq term was found to be Oplog nq for discrete memoryless channels (DMCs),
in a remarkable paper by Strassen [5] which pioneered the Neyman-Pearson (NP) hypothesis
testing approach to the source and channel coding converse as well as the use of refined asymp-
totics for source and channel coding. This line of research seemed forgotten until its revival
by Polyanskiy et al. [7, 8] and Hayashi [9]. Thus
logM˚pn, ǫq “ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq `Oplog nq (1.1)
subject to some regularity conditions on the channel law. This holds under both the maximum
and the average error probability criteria, and the corresponding maximum code volumes are
denoted by Mm˚axpn, ǫq and Ma˚vgpn, ǫq, respectively.
The appeal of asymptotic expansions such as (1.1) is that they convey significant insights
into the essence of the problem and they are practically useful. Indeed the remainder Op¨q
term can be bounded and sometimes neglected for moderately large values of n, as shown
numerically in [7].
The third-order term in (1.1) has been characterized in several studies. It is equal to
1
2
log n ` Op1q for symmetric DMCs (see [5, footnote p. 692], which discusses a result by
Dobrushin [4, Eqn. (75)]) and to Op1q for the binary erasure channel (BEC). For DMCs
with finite input alphabet X and output alphabet Y, under regularity assumptions on the
channel law, the third-order term is sandwiched between Op1q and r1 ` op1qsp|X | ´ 1
2
q log n
[7]. If the DMC is nonsingular (has positive reverse dispersion), the third-order term is lower-
bounded by 1
2
log n ` Op1q [8, Sec. 3.4.5]. For the additive white Gaussian channel (AWGN)
under an average (resp. maximum) power input constraint, the third-order term is sandwiched
between Op1q and 3
2
log n`Op1q (resp. 1
2
log n`Op1q). More recent results on the third-order
term, concurrent with the 2013 version of this manuscript [10], include a 1
2
log n`Op1q upper
bound by Tomamichel and Tan [11] (using an ǫ hypothesis testing divergence approach and
an auxiliary distribution that is a mixture of product distributions over Yn) and an Op1q
upper bound by Altug and Wagner [12] for singular DMCs. Haim et al. [13] recognized the
importance of tie-breaking for ML decoding on the BSC, which presumably affects asymptotics
beyond the third-order term. While the log n term is generally significant for moderate values
of n, the Op1q term might be comparable to log n and is therefore of great interest as well in
finite-blocklength analyses.
The state of the art in 2010 motivated us to undertake a more refined analysis of the
problem, in which asymptotic equalities for the relevant error probabilities are obtained using
strong large-deviations analysis, which are closely related to Laplace’s method for asymptotic
expansion of integrals [14]—[17]. A strong large-deviations analysis provides an asymptotic
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expansion for the probability of rare events such as třni“1 Ui ě nau where the random variables
Ui, 1 ď i ď n are independent and identically distributed (iid), and a is strictly larger than
the mean of U1 [18, 19]. Under regularity conditions, the expansion is of the form
exp
"
´nΛpaq ´ 1
2
log n` γpaq ` op1q
*
where Λp¨q denotes the large-deviations function for U1 and γp¨q is a real-valued function. In
contrast, the ordinary (“weak”) large-deviations analysis merely states that the aforementioned
probability vanishes as expt´nΛpaq ` opnqu. 1
Using this approach, we derive the following sharp asymptotic bounds (Theorem 3.3). For
channels with finite X and Y and positive dispersion, under regularity conditions, 2
Aǫ ` op1q ď logM˚avgpn, ǫq ´
„
nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ` 1
2
log n

ď Aǫ ` op1q. (1.2)
Hence the third-order term in the asymptotic expansion is 1
2
log n, and the fourth-order term
can be lower- and upper-bounded by two constants Aǫ and Aǫ that are easily computable and
are independent of n. The constant gap Aǫ ´ Aǫ between the lower and upper bounds of
(1.2) is equal to 1 nat for a class of symmetric channels. Moreover the gap is typically in the
range 1—3 nats for other symmetric channels and for the nonsymmetric Z channel. This gap
represents the “few nats” mentioned in the title of this paper.
The derivation of both the lower and upper bounds requires a refined analysis of the
behavior of averages of independent random variables in the central regime. This analysis is
rooted in two-term Edgeworth expansions [20, 21, 22, 23] and more specifically in work by
Crame´r [24] and Esse´en [25] during the 1930’s and 1940’s. The Berry-Esse´en theorem that was
used by Strassen [5], Polyanskiy et al. [7], and Hayashi [9] provides a bound for deviation from
Gaussianity but is not sharp enough for our purpose.
To obtain the lower bound in (1.2), we apply strong large deviations to analyze the error
probability of random coding schemes with maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding. The only
inequality used in this analysis is the classical union-of-events bound, which turns out to be
remarkably tight.
To obtain the upper bound in (1.2), we use the technique introduced by Polyanskiy et al. [7]
for proving converse theorems: it provides upper bounds forMm˚axpn, ǫq andMa˚vgpn, ǫq in terms
of maxmin optimization problems whose payoff function is the type-II error probability of a NP
test at significance level 1´ ǫ. This is a powerful idea which extends the NP-testing paradigm
of Strassen [5, pp. 711, 712] and Kemperman [6, Theorem 7.1]. A key step in deriving our
converse is to solve an asymptotic Neyman-Pearson game infP supQ βnpP,Qq where P ranges
over an opn´1{4q enlargement of the set of ǫ-dispersion-achieving input distributions, and Q is
1 The view expressed in [7, p. 2337]: “Inherently, the large deviations approach does not capture the subex-
ponential behavior” applies only to the “weak” large-deviations analysis.
2 In the original version of this paper [10], stronger assumptions were given, including a unique capacity-
achieving input distribution.
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a distribution on Y. We exploit this result to derive asymptotic upper bounds on Mm˚axpn, ǫq
and Ma˚vgpn, ǫq; we show that these asymptotic upper bounds are in fact identical. Prior work
gave the inequality Ma˚vgpn, ǫq ď
?
nMm˚axpn, ǫp1` n´1{2qq [7, p. 2332].
The paper is divided into nine sections and nine appendices and is organized as follows.
Sec. 2 introduces the notation, basic definitions, and variational properties of information
functions. Sec. 3 states the main result and applies it to a class of symmetric channels and
to the (asymmetric) Z channel. Sec. 4 presents several optimization lemmas that are used
throughout the paper. Sec. 5 reviews exact asymptotics in the central limit regime, in particular
the Crame´r-Esse´en theorem, and strong large deviations asymptotics, with an emphasis on the
general approach by Chaganty and Sethuramanan [26]. Sec. 6 presents new results on strong
large deviations for likelihood ratios, including the case of varying component distributions
(Sec. 6.1), and exact asymptotics of NP tests (Sec. 6.2). The lower bound on the log-volume
of optimal codes is obtained via a random-coding argument in Sec. 7. The upper bound is
obtained via a strong converse in Sec. 8. The paper concludes with a discussion in Sec. 9. For
ease of reading, most proofs are presented in the appendices. The technical material relevant
to the achievability results may be found in Sec. 1, Lemma 4.2, and Secs. 5.1, and 7. The
material relevant to the converse includes everything but Sec. 7.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation
We use uppercase letters for random variables, lowercase letters for their individual values,
calligraphic letters for alphabets, boldface letters for sequences, and sans serif fonts for ma-
trices. The set of all probability distributions on X is denoted by PpX q. The support of
a distribution P is denoted by supptP u. If X is discrete, P is a probability mass function
(pmf). Mathematical expectation, variance, and covariance with respect to P are denoted by
the symbols EP , VarP , and CovP , respectively. The probability density function (pdf) of the
normal random variable is denoted by φpxq, x P R and the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) by Φpxq “ 1´Qpxq.
The indicator function of a set A is denoted by 1tx P Au. All logarithms are natural
logarithms. The symbol ProjVp¨q denotes orthogonal projection onto a vector space V.
The symbol fpnq „ gpnq denotes asymptotic equality: limnÑ8 fpnqgpnq “ 1. The notation
fpnq “ opgpnqq (small oh, also denoted by fpnq ! gpnq) indicates that limnÑ8 fpnqgpnq “ 0. The
notation fpnq “ Opgpnqq indicates that lim supnÑ8 |fpnqgpnq | ă 8. In case the sequences fpnq and
gpnq depend on a variable P lying in a set Pn (possibly dependent on n), the same symbols
are used to denote uniform convergence over tPnuně1, e.g., fpP, nq “ opgpP, nqq indicates that
limnÑ8 supPPPn
fpP,nq
gpP,nq “ 0.
Consider a DMC pW,X ,Yq with input and output alphabets X and Y respectively and
conditional pmf W p¨|xq P PpYq, also denoted by Wxp¨q, for each x P X . Given an input pmf
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P on X , denote by P ˆW the joint pmf on X ˆY and by pPW q the marginal output pmf, i.e.,
pPW qpyq fi
ÿ
xPX
P pxqW py|xq @y P Y.
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between two distributions P and Q on a common alpha-
bet is denoted by DpP }Qq fi EP rlog dPdQ s, divergence variance by V pP }Qq fi EP rlog dPdQ s2 ´
D2pP }Qq, and divergence centralized third moment by T pP }Qq fi EP rlog dPdQ ´ DpP }Qqs3.
Re´nyi divergence of order α ‰ 1 is denoted by DαpP }Qq “ 1α´1 logEQrdPdQ sα; recall that
limαÑ1DαpP }Qq “ DpP }Qq.
Given two alphabets X and Y, a X -valued random variable X distributed as P , and two
conditional distributions W and Q on a Y-valued random variable Y given X, denote by
DpW }Q|P q “ EPˆW
”
log W pY |Xq
QpY |Xq
ı
the conditional KL divergence between W and Q given P ,
and likewise by V pW }Q|P q “ EP rV pWX}Qqs and T pW }Q|P q “ EP rT pWX}Qqs the conditional
divergence variance and the conditional divergence third central moment. Conditional Re´nyi
divergence of order α ‰ 1 is defined as DαpW }Q|P q fi EP rDαpWX}Qqs [27].
2.2 Definitions
We review some standard definitions. A real random variable L is said to be of the lattice
type if there exist numbers d and l0 such that L belongs to the lattice tl0 ` kd, k P Zu with
probability 1. The largest d for which this holds is called the span of the lattice, and l0 is the
offset. The sum of a nonlattice random variable and an independent lattice random variable is
a nonlattice random variable. The sum of two independent lattice random variables is a lattice
random variable if and only if the ratio of their spans is a rational number. For each d ą 0,
define the discrete set
Platpdq fi
"
Q P PpYq : log W pY |Xq
QpY q is a lattice rv with span d
*
. (2.1)
The union of these sets over all d ą 0 forms a sieve for PpYq, where d is the mesh size.
The information density is defined as
ipx, yq “ log W py|xqpPW qpyq , x P X , y P Y. (2.2)
For some DMCs with capacity-achieving input distribution, the random variable ipX,Y q is
of the lattice type. For instance ipX,Y q P tlogp2θq, logp2 ´ 2θqu for the BSC with crossover
probability θ ‰ t0, 1
2
, 1u and uniform input distribution; the span of the lattice is log | θ
1´θ |.
However for almost every asymmetric binary channel, as well as for almost every nonbinary
channel (symmetric or not), ipX;Y q is not of the lattice type. We refer to capacity problems
where ipX,Y q is of the lattice type as the lattice case.
The following moments of the random variable ipX,Y q with respect to the joint distribution
P ˆW are used throughout this paper: the unconditional mean (= mutual information)
IpP ;W q “ EPˆW ripX,Y qs “ DpP ˆW }P ˆ pPW qq, (2.3)
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the conditional mean (given X “ x)
DpWx}pPW qq “ EWxripx, Y qs, x P X ,
the unconditional information variance
VupP ;W q “ VarPˆW ripX,Y qs “ V pP ˆW }P ˆ pPW qq, (2.4)
the conditional information variance (given X)
V pP ;W q “ EtVarripX,Y q|Xsu “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqV pWx}PW q, (2.5)
the reverse dispersion [7, p. 89]
V rpP ;W q “ EtVarripX,Y q|Y su, (2.6)
the unconditional third central moment
TupP ;W q “ T pP ˆW }P ˆ pPW qq, (2.7)
the conditional third central moment (given X)
T pP ;W q “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqT pWx}PW q, (2.8)
the unconditional skewness
SupP ;W q “ TupP ;W qrVupP ;W qs3{2
, (2.9)
and the conditional skewness
SpP ;W q “ T pP ;W qrV pP ;W qs3{2 . (2.10)
It follows from these definitions that
V pP ;W q “ V pW }pPW q|P q and T pP ;W q “ T pW }pPW q|P q. (2.11)
Define the shorthand tǫ “ Q´1pǫq. The following functions will also be used throughout:
FǫpW }Q|P q fi 1
2
t2ǫ ´
1
6
T pW }Q|P q
V pW }Q|P qpt
2
ǫ ´ 1q `
1
2
logp2πV pW }Q|P qq (2.12)
and
ζnpP,Qq fi nDpW }Q|P q ´
a
nV pW }Q|P q tǫ ` FǫpW }Q|P q (2.13)
where P P PpX q and Q P Q fi tQ “ pPW q : P P PpX qu Ă PpYq. Evaluating (2.12) and
(2.13) at Q “ pPW q and using (2.11), we obtain the functions
FǫpP ;W q fi 1
2
t2ǫ ´
1
6
T pP ;W q
V pP ;W q pt
2
ǫ ´ 1q `
1
2
logp2πV pP ;W qq (2.14)
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and
ζnpP ;W q fi nIpP ;W q ´
a
nV pP ;W q tǫ ` FǫpP,W q
“ ζnpP, pPW qq. (2.15)
Shannon capacity is given by C “ supPPPpX q IpP ;W q. Denote by Q˚ P PpYq the capacity-
achieving output distribution, which is unique. Define the set of capacity-achieving input
distributions
Π fi tP P PpX q : pPW q “ Q˚u (2.16)
and the vector ∆ with components
∆pxq “ DpWx}Q˚q ´ C, x P X . (2.17)
Let Xcap fi tx P X : ∆pxq “ 0u. It is well known that ∆pxq ď 0 for all x P X and that
supppP q Ď Xcap is a necessary condition for P P Π. With a slight abuse of notation, we define
PpXcapq fi tP P PpX q : supppP q Ď Xcapu.
For P P Π, we have V pP ;W q “ řx P pxqv˜pxq where v˜pxq fi V pWx}Q˚q. Moreover the
gradient of V pP ;W q, for P P Π, is given by BV pP ;W qBP pxq “ v˜pxq, x P X . Define
Vmin fi min
PPΠ
V pP ;W q, Vmax fi max
PPΠ
V pP ;W q, (2.18)
the ǫ channel dispersion
Vǫ “
#
Vmin : ǫ ď 12
Vmax : else,
(2.19)
and the subset of ǫ-dispersion-achieving distributions
Π˚ fi
#
P P Π :
ÿ
xPX
P pxqv˜pxq “ Vǫ
+
: ǫ ‰ 1
2
(2.20)
and Π˚ “ Π if ǫ “ 1
2
. Both Π and Π˚ are convex polytopes. For ǫ ‰ 1
2
, the set Π˚ is
generally a singleton, except on a set of channels of measure zero. Any dispersion-achieving
input distribution has support in the following subset of Xcap:
X ˚ fi YPPΠ˚supppP q. (2.21)
We will extensively use the following δ-enlargements of the sets Π and Π˚:
Πpδq fi tP P PpX q : min
P 1PΠ
}P ´ P 1}8 ď δu, (2.22)
Π˚pδq fi tP P PpX q : min
P 1PΠ˚
}P ´ P 1}8 ď δu, δ ą 0. (2.23)
Define the reverse channel with input distribution pPW q and output distribution P as
|W px|yq fi W py|xqP pxqpPW qpyq , x P X , y P Y. (2.24)
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Also define
ρpP ;W q fi 1´ V
rpP ;W q
VupP ;W q , (2.25)
which will be interpreted in Sec. 7 as a normalized correlation coefficient. For now, note that
ρpP ;W q P r0, 1s as a consequence of the law of total variance:
VarripX;Y qs “ EtVarripX;Y q|Y su `VarrEpipX;Y q|Y qs
ñ VupP ;W q “ V rpP ;W q `VarpPW qrDp|WY }P qs. (2.26)
A DMC pW,X ,Yq is said to be weakly symmetric in the Cover-Thomas (CT) sense if the
rows Wxp¨q of the channel transition probability matrix are permutations of each other and all
the column sums are equal. See [29] for a detailed discussion of symmetric channels.
The empirical distribution on X (n-type) of a sequence x P X n is defined by
Pˆxpxq fi 1
n
nÿ
i“1
1txi “ xu, x P X . (2.27)
We denote by PnpX q fi tPˆx, x P X nu the set of n-types.
2.3 Encoder, Decoder, and Error Probabilities
The messagem to be transmitted is drawn uniformly from the message setMn “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mnu.
A deterministic code is a pair of encoder mapping fn : Mn Ñ F Ă X n, xpmq “ fnpmq, and
decoder mapping gn : Y
n Ñ Mn, mˆ “ gnpyq. The code has volume (or size) Mn and rate
Rn fi
1
n
logMn. More generally, we assume a stochastic encoder where the codeword assigned
to message m is drawn from a conditional probability distribution PX|M“m, and a stochastic
decoder whose output xM PMn is drawn from a conditional distribution PxM |Y.
The error probability for message m PMn is given by
epmq fi
ÿ
xPXn
PX|M px|mq
ÿ
yPYn
W npy|xqr1 ´ PxM |Ypm|yqs.
Both the average error probability
Pe,avgpfn, gn,W q fi 1
Mn
ÿ
mPMn
epmq
and the maximum error probability
Pe,maxpfn, gn,W q fi max
mPMn
epmq
are considered in this paper. For n ě 1 and ǫ P p0, 1q, denote by
M˚avgpn, ǫq fi maxtMn : Dpfn, gnq : Pe,avgpfn, gn,W q ď ǫu
and
M˚maxpn, ǫq fi maxtMn : Dpfn, gnq : Pe,maxpfn, gn,W q ď ǫu
the maximum possible value of Mn for arbitrary pn, ǫq codes under the average and maximum
error probability criteria, respectively. We will also consider constant-composition codes, which
are particularly useful in problems with maximum-cost constraints on the codewords [16].
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2.4 Fisher Information Matrix
Since IpP ;W q is a concave function of P , its Hessian is nonnegative definite. Moreover, if P ˚
is the unique maximizer of Ip¨;W q, the Hessian at P ˚ is positive definite. The gradient of
IpP ;W q is given by
BIpP ;W q
BP pxq “ DpWx}pPW qq ´ 1, x P X (2.28)
and the negative Hessian by
JXxx1pP,W q fi ´
B2IpP ;W q
BP pxqBP px1q “ ´
BDpWx}pPW qq
BP px1q
“
ÿ
yPY
W py|xqW py|x1q
pPW qpyq , @x, x
1 P X . (2.29)
This expression was already derived by Strassen [5, below (4.43)] and can be interpreted as the
Fisher information matrix for the probability vector P given Y [10]. The matrix JX pP ;W q is
symmetric and nonnegative definite, and factorizes as JX pP ;W q “ LLJ where
Lpx, yq “ W py|xqapPW qpyq , x P X , y P Y. (2.30)
Moreover ÿ
xPX
P px1qJXxx1pP,W q “ 1, @x P X . (2.31)
The matrix JX pP ;W q is the same for all P P Π, and we denote it by JX for short. However,
only its entries indexed by x, x1 P X ˚ of (2.21) will affect the fourth-order term. 3 We therefore
define a |X | ˆ |X | matrix J ľ 0 as follows. If X “ X ˚, then J “ JX . Else J coincides with
JX pP ;W q for x, x1 P X ˚ and is zero elsewhere. Therefore rankpJq ď |X ˚|. Now define the
following subspaces of RX :
L pX q fi th P RX :
ÿ
xPX
hpxq “ 0u, (2.32)
L pX ˚q fi th P L pX q : suppphq Ď X ˚u. (2.33)
We have
hJJXh “ EQ˚
ˆphW qpY q
Q˚pY q
˙2
ě 0, @h P L pX q (2.34)
where phW qpyq fi řxPX hpxqW py|xq. We refer to }h}J fi ?hJJh, h P L pX q as the Fisher
information metric associated with tW py|xquxPX˚,yPY , and to hJJh˜, h, h˜ P L pX q, as the
Fisher-Rao inner product.
It also follows from the factorization (2.30) that rankpJq ď minp|X ˚|, |Y|q. For instance,
the noisy typewriter channel of [28] has |X | “ |Xcap| “ |X ˚| “ |Y| “ 26 and rank(J) = 25.
3 In Sec. 4, we also use the entries indexed by x, x1 P Xcap.
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2.5 Pseudo-Inverse
We define a pseudo-inverse matrix J` as follows. Assume J has rank r ě 2 and define the r´1
dimensional subspace
H “ L pX ˚q X kerpJqK. (2.35)
Define the function
Epgq fi sup
hPH
„
gJh´ 1
2
}h}2J

, g P RX (2.36)
which is the convex conjugate transform of the quadratic function 1
2
}h}2
J
. The function depends
on g only via its projection onto H, and the supremum is achieved by a unique h “ J`g P H.
Some elementary properties of the matrix J` are given below.
Lemma 2.1 The pseudo-inverse matrix J` satisfies the following properties:
(i) J` is symmetric and nonnegative definite.
(ii) JJ`g “ J`Jg “ g for all g P H.
(iii) The supremum over h P H is achieved at
Epgq “ 1
2
}g}2
J`
fi
1
2
gJJ`g. (2.37)
(iv) If J is invertible, then
J
` “ J´1 ´ 1
1JJ´11
pJ´11qpJ´11qJ (2.38)
where 1 P R|X | is the all-one vector.
(v) If J has rank r and admits the eigenvector decomposition J “ řri“1 λiuiuJi with positive
eigenvalues λi and associated eigenvectors ui P RX , then
J
` “
rÿ
i“1
λ´1i uiu
J
i ´
1řr
i“1 λ
´1
i
vvJ
where v “ řri“1 λ´1i ui.
2.6 Derivatives of Information Variance Functionals
Define the following three vectors, which will be of interest for P P Π:
vpP qpxq fi BV pP ;W qBP pxq , (2.39)
v˜pxq fi V pWx}Q˚q (2.40)
v˘pP qpxq fi EP
„BV pWX}PW q
BP pxq

, x P X . (2.41)
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We also define
ApP qns fi
1
Vǫ
}vpP q}2
J`
and A˘pP qns fi
1
Vǫ
}v˘pP q}2
J`
, P P Π˚. (2.42)
As we shall see in Prop. 3.4, these quantities are zero for CT weakly symmetric channels, hence
the subscript “ns”.
Lemma 2.2 (i) The vector-valued functions v˘pP q and vpP q, P P Π are respectively linear and
affine over Π:
v˘pP qpxq “ ´2CovPˆW
ˆ
WxpY q
Q˚pY q , log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q
ˇˇˇˇ
X
˙
, (2.43)
vpP qpxq “ v˜pxq ` v˘pP qpxq. (2.44)
Moreover
EP rv˘pP qpXqs “ 0, EP rv˜pXqs “ EP rvpP qpXqs “ Vǫ.
(ii) ProjkerpJqpvpP qq “ ProjkerpJqpv˜q for all P P Π.
(iii) For any P P Π,
VupP q “ V pP q, (2.45)
TupP q “ T pP q, (2.46)
SupP q “ SpP q, (2.47)
and BrVupP ;W q ´ V pP ;W qs
BP pxq “ 2I
2pP ;W q, x P X . (2.48)
Moreover
v˘pP qpxq “ ´2CovPˆW
ˆ
WxpY q
Q˚pY q , log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q
˙
“ ´2rEWxDp|WY }P q ´ Cs, x P X . (2.49)
The identity (2.45) was already established in [7, Eqn. (456)]. The other statements are proved
in Appendix A.
3 Main Result
This section states our basic assumptions (Sec. 3.1) and presents the main result (Sec. 3.2)
and several applications (Secs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5).
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3.1 Assumptions
Consider the following three regularity conditions:
(A1) Vmin ą 0.
(A2) DP P Π˚ such that ρpP ;W q ă 1.
(A3) log W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q is not a lattice random variable.
Assumption (A1) excludes exotic channels, which have zero information variance. The
assumption corresponds to Cases I and III in [7, Theorem 48]; the extension of our proof to
cases II and IV of [7] is straightforward but tedious, and is omitted here. In view of (2.25),
Assumption (A2) is equivalent to the existence of a distribution P P Π˚ with positive reverse
dispersion V rpP ;W q. The regularity assumptions (A1) and (A2) are not merely technical,
as different asymptotic behaviors can be observed when either assumption not satisfied [7, 12].
For instance, binary erasure channels do not satisfy (A2), and indeed the 1
2
log n term does
not appear in the asymptotics of the log volume [7, Theorem 53]. Finally, Assumption (A3) is
introduced solely to avoid some technicalities. This assumption does not hold for the BSC as
well as for some pathological channels (see Sec. 3.3.2). In view of the importance of the BSC,
we derive its fundamental performance limits separately, in Sec. 3.5.
3.2 Main Result
Recall the definition of A
pP q
ns and A˘
pP q
ns in (2.42). Define the shorthand tǫ fi Q
´1pǫq and the
constants
Aǫ fi max
PPΠ˚
"
t2ǫ
8
pApP qns ´ A˘pP qns q ´
SpP q?Vǫ
6
pt2ǫ ´ 1q `
t2ǫ
2
` 1
2
logp2πVǫq
*
, (3.1)
Aǫ fi max
PPΠ˚
"
t2ǫ
8
ApP qns ´
SpP q?Vǫ
6
pt2ǫ ´ 1q `
t2ǫ
2
1´ ρpP q
1` ρpP q `
1
2
logp2πVǫq ` log
a
1´ ρpP q2 ´ 1
*
(3.2)
where both maxima are achieved because Π˚ is a closed set, and the maximands are bounded
over Π˚.
Theorem 3.1 (Achievability). Assume the regularity conditions (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold.
Then
logM˚avgpn, ǫq ě nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q.
Theorem 3.2 (Converse). Assume the regularity conditions (A1) and (A3) hold. Then
logM˚avgpn, ǫq ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q.
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Theorem 3.3 Assume (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold. Then (1.2) holds.
Theorem 3.1 is proved in Sec. 7 using a random coding argument, and Theorem 3.2 is proved
in Sec. 8. Theorem 3.3 follows. In the remainder of this section, we present several applications
of Theorem 3.3.
3.3 Symmetric Channels
We specialize Theorem 3.3 to the case of CT weakly symmetric channels (Prop. 3.4) and apply
the result to additive-noise DMCs. An example of Gallager-symmetric channel is also given.
3.3.1 CT Weakly Symmetric Channels
The first two properties in Prop. 3.4 below are well known [29], and the next five follow
immediately from the definitions of the various information functions and the fact that the
likelihood-ratio vectorsWxp¨q{Q˚p¨q, x P X are permutation-invariant for CT weakly symmetric
channels.
Proposition 3.4 Assume the channel W is CT weakly symmetric, |X | “ |Y|, and J ą 0.
Then the following hold:
(i) The capacity-achieving input distribution P ˚ is unique and uniform over X .
(ii) The output distribution Q˚ is uniform over Y.
(iii) The divergence variance V pWx}Q˚q and third central moment T pWx}Q˚q are independent
of x.
(iv) The partial derivatives BBP pxqV pP q
ˇˇˇ
P“P˚
are independent of x. Equivalently, the gradient
vector ∇V pP ˚q has identical components.
(v) The correlation coefficient ρpP ˚;W q “ 0.
(vi) A
pP˚q
ns “ A˘pP
˚q
ns “ 0 in (2.42).
(vii) Aǫ “ Aǫ ´ 1, i.e., the lower and upper bounds in (1.2) differ by only one nat.
A fundamental consequence of the last property is that for CT weakly symmetric channels
satisfying (A1)—(A3), the upper and lower bounds on logMa˚vgpn, ǫq differ only by one nat.
Special case: Discrete Additive-Noise Channels. Assume X “ Y “ t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k´ 1u
and the channel is given by Y “ X ` E, where the noise E is distributed as PE , and the sum
is modulo k. This is a CT weakly symmetric channel. Then ipx, yq “ log k` logPEpy´xq and
IpP ;W q “ log k ´HpPEq, V pP ;W q “ Varrlog PEp¨qs, T pP ;W q “ Erlog PEp¨q `HpPEqs3
where Hppq “ ´řx ppxq log ppxq is the entropy function. If log PEpEq is not a lattice random
variable then Theorem 3.3 applies.
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3.3.2 Binary-Input, Ternary-Output Channel
Consider the channel with X “ t0, 1u, Y “ t0, 1, 2u, and W “
„
1´ 2θ θ θ
θ θ 1´ 2θ

, param-
eterized by θ P p0, 1
3
q. This is a Gallager-symmetric channel but not a CT weakly symmet-
ric channel. The channel is the cascade of a BEC(θ) and a BSC( θ
1´θ ) and we refer to it
as the BITO(θ) channel. The extreme values θ “ 0 and θ “ 1
3
correspond to a noiseless
and a completely noisy channel, respectively. For θ P p0, 1
3
q, the capacity-achieving distri-
bution P ˚ is unique and uniform, and the capacity-achieving output distribution is given by
Q˚ “ r1´θ
2
, θ, 1´θ
2
s. We shall verify that (A1) and (A2) hold. The information density takes
values ipx, yq P
«
log 2p1´2θq
1´θ 0 log
2θ
1´θ
log 2θ
1´θ 0 log
2p1´2θq
1´θ
ff
and is a nonlattice random variable (hence (A3)
holds) for all values θ P p0, 1
3
q except for the finite set satisfying 2p1´2θq
1´θ “ p1´θ2θ qk for some
k P N. Capacity, information variance, and third central moment are given below as functions
of θ:
Cpθq “ IpP ˚;W q “ p1´ 2θq log 2p1´ 2θq
1´ θ ` θ log
2θ
1´ θ ,
V pθq “ V pP ˚;W q “ p1´ 2θq log2 2p1 ´ 2θq
1´ θ ` θ log
2 2θ
1´ θ ´ C
2pθq,
T pθq “ T pP ˚;W q “ p1´ 2θq
ˆ
log
2p1 ´ 2θq
1´ θ ´ Cpθq
˙3
` θ
ˆ
log
2θ
1´ θ ´ Cpθq
˙3
.
The information skewness is given by Spθq “ SpP ˚;W q “ T pθq
V 3{2pθq and the reverse channel by
|W0 “ „1´ 2θ
1´ θ ,
θ
1´ θ

, |W1 “ „1
2
,
1
2

, |W2 “ „ θ
1´ θ ,
1´ 2θ
1´ θ

.
Hence Dp|W0}P ˚q “ Dp|W2}P ˚q “ Cpθq1´θ and Dp|W1}P ˚q “ 0. From (2.25), (2.26), and the above
formulas, we obtain the correlation coefficient
ρpθq “ ρpP ˚;W q “ θ C
2pθq
p1´ θqV pθq .
By symmetry, the vectors v and v˜ of (2.39) and (2.40) have uniform entries, hence they
are orthogonal to L pX q. It follows from (2.36) that J`v “ J`v˜ “ 0. Also Ans “ A˘ns “ 0,
and from (3.1) and (3.2), the gap Aǫ ´ Aǫ “ t2ǫ ρpθq1`ρpθq ´ log
a
1´ ρ2pθq ` 1. Finally note from
the discussion above that the channel satisfies properties (i)(iii)(iv)(vi) of Prop. 3.4 but not
(ii)(v)(vii).
The expressions above have been evaluated numerically. It it seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that
the gap Aǫ ´Aǫ ranges from approximately 1 to 2 nats over the range of ǫ and θ considered.
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Figure 1: The constants Aǫ and Aǫ of (3.2) (3.1) for the BITO(θ) channel with θ P p0, 13 q and error
probabilities (a) ǫ “ 10´3, and (b) ǫ “ 10´6. The corresponding log-volume gaps Aǫ´Aǫ are shown in
(c) and (d).
3.4 Z Channel
The Z channel with parameter θ P r0, 1s is a nonsymmetric channel with input and output
alphabets X “ Y “ t0, 1u and transition probability matrix W py|xq specified by W p0|0q “ 1
and W p0|1q “ θ. The capacity-achieving input distribution is given by
P ˚tX “ 0u “ a fi 1´ 1
p1´ θq
´
1` expth2pθq
1´θ u
¯ ě 1
2
where h2ppq “ ´p log p´p1´ pq logp1´ pq is the binary entropy function. Capacity is given as
a function of θ by
Cpθq “ h2pp1 ´ aqp1´ θqq ´ p1´ aqh2pθq. (3.3)
The capacity-achieving output distribution is given by Q˚p0q “ a ` θp1 ´ aq. If θ R t0, 1u,
Assumptions (A1)—(A3) hold, and Theorem 3.3 applies.
Denote by dpp}qq, vpp}qq and tpp}qq the KL divergence, the divergence variance, and the
divergence third central moment between two Bernoulli random variables with parameters p
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The constants Aǫ and Aǫ for the BITO channel
with parameter θ “ 0.2. The constants are plotted
as a function of the log error probability.
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Correlation coefficient ρ for the BITO channel as a
function of the channel parameter θ.
and q, respectively. For a distribution Q on Y with Qp0q “ q, we have V pW0}Qq “ T pW0}Qq “
0, V pW1}Qq “ vpθ}qq, and T pW1}Qq “ tpθ}qq. Thus
V pW }Q|P ˚q “ p1´ aq vpθ}qq and T pW }Q|P ˚q “ p1´ aq tpθ}qq.
In particular, putting q “ a` θp1´ aq “ Q˚p0q and thus Q “ Q˚, we obtain respectively the
conditional information variance, the third conditional central moment, and the conditional
skewness, all which may be viewed as functions of θ:
V pθq “ V pP ˚;W q “ p1´ aq vpθ}a` θp1´ aqq, (3.4)
T pθq “ T pP ˚;W q “ p1´ aq tpθ}a` θp1´ aqq, (3.5)
Spθq “ SpP ˚;W q “ T pθq
V pθq3{2 “
tpθ}a` θp1´ aqq?
1´ a vpθ}a` θp1´ aqq3{2 . (3.6)
The Fisher information matrix is obtained from (2.29) (with P “ P ˚) as
Jpθq “
˜
1
a`θp1´aq
θ
a`θp1´aq
θ
a`θp1´aq
θ2
a`θp1´aq ` 1´θ1´a
¸
(3.7)
and its determinant is |Jpθq| “ 1´θ
1´a . Then J
´11 “ p1, 1´a
a`θp1´aq qJ, and the rank-one matrix J`
is obtained from (2.38).
The reverse channel with input distribution Q˚ is given by |W p0|1q “ 0 and |W p0|0q “
a
a`θp1´aq . Hence
Dp|W1}P ˚q “ log 1
1´ a
Dp|W0}P ˚q “ θp1´ aq
a` θp1´ aq log θ ´ logra` θp1´ aqs. (3.8)
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As θ Ñ 1, we have aÑ 1´ 1{e, Cpθq Ñ 0, Dp|W1}P ˚q Ñ 1, and Dp|W0}P ˚q Ñ 0.
The vector v˘ can be evaluated from (2.49):
v˘p0q “ ´2EW0rDp|WY }P ˚q ´ Cpθqs “ ´2rDp|W0}P ˚q ´ Cpθqs
v˘p1q “ ´2EW1rDp|WY }P ˚q ´ Cpθqs “ ´2rθDp|W0}P ˚q ` p1´ θqDp|W1}P ˚q ´ Cpθqs.
The gradient vector v of (2.39) is obtained from (2.44) as
vp0q “ V pW0}Q˚q ` v˘p0q “ ´2rDp|W0}P ˚q ´Cpθqs,
vp1q “ V pW1}Q˚q ` v˘p1q
“ vpθ}a` θp1´ aqq ´ 2rθDp|W0}P ˚q ` p1´ θqDp|W1}P ˚q ´ Cpθqs.
The expressions Ans and A˘ns in (2.42) can be evaluated using the expressions above.
Finally, the correlation coefficient ρpθq is obtained from (2.25), (2.26), (3.4), and (3.8) as
ρpθq “ 1
V pθq
«
pa` θp1´ aqq
ˆ
θp1´ aq
a` θp1´ aq log θ ´ logra` θp1´ aqs
˙2
`p1´ aqp1´ θq log2 1
1´ a ´ Cpθq
2

. (3.9)
The constants Aǫ and Aǫ can be evaluated by plugging the expressions above into (3.1) and
(3.2). It it seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the gap between the lower and upper bound ranges
from approximately 1 to 3 nats over the range of ǫ and θ considered.
3.5 Binary Symmetric Channel
The BSC with crossover error probability λ has input and output alphabets X “ Y “ t0, 1u,
and channel law W p1|0q “ W p0|1q “ λ. For λ R t0, 1
2
, 1u, Polyanskiy et al [7, Theorem 52,
p. 2332] gave
logM˚avgpn, ǫq “ nCpλq ´
a
nV pλqtǫ ` 1
2
log n`Op1q
where
Cpλq “ log 2´ h2pλq, V pλq “ λp1´ λq log2 1´ λ
λ
.
The capacity-achieving input distribution is unique, and both P ˚ and Q˚ are uniform over
t0, 1u.
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The loglikelihood ratio L “ log W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q takes value logp2p1´λqq with probability 1´λ, and
value logp2λq with probability λ. Hence L takes its values on a lattice Ω with span d “ | log 1´λ
λ
|
and offset logp2λq. The third central moment of L is given by
T pλq “ p1´ λqrlogp2p1´ λqq ´ Cpλqs3 ` λrlogp2λq ´ Cpλqs3
“ p1´ λqrlogp1´ λq ` h2pλqs3 ` λrlog λ` h2pλqs3
“ p1´ λqr´λ log λ` λ logp1´ λqs3 ` λrp1 ´ λq log λ´ p1´ λq logp1´ λqs3
“ p1´ λqλ3
ˆ
log
1´ λ
λ
˙3
´ λp1´ λq3
ˆ
log
1´ λ
λ
˙3
“ λp1´ λqp2λ ´ 1q
ˆ
log
1´ λ
λ
˙3
ď 0. (3.10)
The skweness of L is equal to
Spλq “ T pλqrV pλqs3{2 “ ´
|1´ 2λ|a
λp1´ λq . (3.11)
Denote by rxs the rounding of real x to the nearest integer. Define the integer k “
maxt1, r1
d
su and the function
fpdq fi log d
1´ e´d ě 0, d ą 0,
where fpdq „ d
2
as dÑ 0 (λÑ 1
2
) and fpdq Ñ log k as dÑ8 (λÑ 0).
Theorem 3.5 For the BSC with crossover probability λ R t0, 1
2
, 1u, the upper and lower bounds
of (1.2) hold, with
Aǫ “ A˚ǫ ´ fpdq ´
d
2
Aǫ “ A˚ǫ ´ 2fpdq ´ kd` logpkdq (3.12)
where
A˚ǫ “ ´
2λ´ 1
6
ˆ
log
1´ λ
λ
˙
pt2ǫ ´ 1q `
t2ǫ
2
` 1
2
log
ˆ
2πλp1´ λq log2 1´ λ
λ
˙
. (3.13)
The proof builds on the results of Secs. 6, 7, and 8, and is given in Appendix I.
Note that (3.13) coincides with the expression (3.1) for Aǫ in the nonlattice, symmetric
case. The asymptotic gap between the lower and upper bound is
Aǫ ´Aǫ “ fpdq `
ˆ
k ´ 1
2
˙
d´ logpkdq (3.14)
independently of ǫ. Fig. 7 shows that this gap is approximately one nat for λ ą 0.2, and less
than two nats for λ ą 0.02.
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4 Optimization Lemmas
Our achievability and converse theorems rely on several optimization lemmas which are stated
in this section. The proofs of Lemmas 4.2—4.5 make use of a |X |ˆ |X | matrix Jcap ľ 0 defined
as follows. If X “ Xcap, then Jcap “ JX . Else Jcap coincides with JX pP ;W q for x, x1 P Xcap
and is zero elsewhere. This is analogous to the definition of the matrix J above (2.34), with
Xcap in place of X
˚. Analogously to (2.33), we define
L pXcapq fi th P L pX q : suppphq Ď Xcapu.
The set (2.16) of capacity-achieving input distributions may be written as
Π “ pP0 ` kerpJcapqq XPpX q (4.1)
for any capacity-achieving P0.
Lemma 4.1 (Saddlepoint for conditional KL divergence.)
The conditional KL divergence function DpW }Q|P q, P P PpX q, Q P PpYq is linear in P and
convex in Q, and admits a saddlepoint pP0, Q˚q for each P0 P Π:
DpW }Q˚|P q ď DpW }Q˚|P0q ď DpW }Q|P0q, @P P PpX q, Q P PpYq. (4.2)
The value of the saddlepoint is IpP0;W q “ C. The left inequality holds with equality for all
P P PpXcapq.
Proof. The statement is well known [32, 27]. The left inequality follows from the property stated
below (2.17). The right inequality follows from the decomposition DpW }Q|P0q “ IpP0;W q `
DpQ˚}Qq ě IpP0;W q. l
Define the shorthands IpP q “ IpP ;W q, GpP q “ ´aV pP ;W q tǫ, F pP q “ FǫpP ;W q, and
ζnpP q fi nIpP q`
?
nGpP q`F pP q. The following lemma is a refinement of [7, Lemma 64] under
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different assumptions. Application of the aforementioned Lemma 64 yields maxP ζnpP q “
nC ´ ?nVǫtǫ ` Op1q. For clarity, separate statements are given for the Taylor expansion (i)
and for the optimization results (ii) and (iii). The proof is given in Appendix B. The general
idea is that ζnpP q decays locally quadratically in P (and linearly in n) away from Π; and
ζnpP q, P P Π decays locally linearly in P (and in
?
n) away from Π˚.
Lemma 4.2 Assume (A1) holds and fix any positive vanishing sequence δn. Then
(i) Consider any P 1 P Π. The following Taylor expansion holds uniformly over the closed
δn-neighborhood tP P PpX q : }P ´ P 1}8 ď δnu and P 1 P Π:
ζnpP q “ ζnpP 1q`npP´P 1qJ∆´n
2
}P´P 1}2
JX
`?n pP´P 1qJ∇GpP 1q`opnδ2nq`op
?
nδnq. (4.3)
(ii) Consider any P 1 P Π˚. Let g fi ∇GpP 1q and define
P 1n fi P
1 ` 1?
n
J
`g. (4.4)
Then
ζnpP 1nq “ ζnpP 1q `
1
2
}g}2
J`
` op1q. (4.5)
Moreover, if PpXcapq Ď Π`L pX ˚q, then
ζnpP 1nq “ sup
P : }P´P 1}ďδn
ζnpP q ` op1q. (4.6)
(iii) There exists a constant c1 ą 0 such that for any sequences n´1{2 ! δn ! ǫn ! 1,
ζnpP q ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1
?
nδnr1` op1qs, (4.7)
uniformly over P P ΠpǫnqzΠ˚pδnq.
Remark 4.1 Our random codes in Sec. 7 are drawn from the distribution P 1n “ P 1 ` 1?nh
associated with an optimized P 1 P Π˚ and h “ J`g. The dimensionality condition above (4.6)
holds trivially when Xcap “ X ˚. If the condition does not, a potentially better direction vector
h could be derived by solving the |Xcap|-dimensional convex program (B.5).
Remark 4.2 Using the same method as in the proof of Lemma 4.2(iii), one can show there
exists a constant c2 ą 0 such that for any sequences n´1{2 ! δn ! ǫn ! 1 and any P P
ΠpǫnqzΠpδnq,
ζnpP q ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c2nδ2nr1` op1qs. (4.8)
Lemma 4.3 Assume (A1) holds. Consider any P 1 P Π˚ and two positive vanishing sequences
δn ě δ˜n ě n´1{2, and let P˜n “ P 1 ` δ˜nh˜˚ where h˜˚ P L pX ˚q. Then Qn fi pP˜nW q “
Q˚ ` δnph˜˚W q is independent of P 1. Let 4
g˘ “ ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
v˘pP
1q, g˜ “ ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
v˜, g “ ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
vpP
1q. (4.9)
4 Recall the definitions of v˘, v˜, ∆ in (2.41), (2.40), and (2.17), respectively.
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(i) The following Taylor expansion applies to the function ζn of (2.13) and holds uniformly
over the closed δn-neighborhood tP P PpX q : }P ´ P 1}8 ď δnu and P 1 P Π˚:
ζnpP,Qnq “ ζnpP 1;W q ` npP ´ P 1qJ∆` n
2
}P˜n ´ P 1}2J `
?
n g˘JpP˜n ´ P 1q
´npP ´ P 1qJJX pP˜n ´ P 1q `
?
ng˜JpP ´ P 1q `Opδ2n
?
nq. (4.10)
(ii) If δ˜n “ n´1{2, (4.10) simplifies to
ζnpP,Qnq “ ζnpP 1;W q ` npP ´ P 1qJ∆` 1
2
h˜˚JJh˜˚ ` g˘Jh˜˚ ´?n pP ´ P 1qJpJX h˜˚ ´ g˜q
`Opδ2n
?
nq. (4.11)
The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix C. The lemma will be used to prove Prop. 8.9
(with δ˜n “ n´1{2 ! δn “ 1n1{4 lognq.
The following dimensionality lemma 4.4 and the elements of geometry below it are used to
prove the saddlepoint lemma 4.5 in the case Π is not a singleton (r ă |Xcap|). In that analysis,
it is crucial to characterize feasible perturbation directions h away from any P 1 P Π˚. When
X ˚ “ Xcap, the feasible set for h is simply L pXcapq. However when X ˚ is a strict subset of
Xcap, we must have hpxq ě 0 for all x P XcapzX ˚, and the feasible set is Cin defined in (4.19).
Lemma 4.4 (Dimensionality lemma). Let r “ rankpJcapq. Then
dimpΠq “ nullitypJcapq “ |Xcap| ´ r, (4.12)
Π˚ “ PpX ˚q XΠ, (4.13)
dimpΠ˚q “ nullitypJq, (4.14)
|X ˚| ď r ` dimpΠ˚q. (4.15)
Proof.
(i) By (4.1), dimpΠq ď nullitypJcapq. Moreover, since C ą 0, Π may not contain any vertex
of the probability simplex PpX q, and therefore no edge or face either. The affine space
P0`kerpJcapq may therefore not be tangent to the simplex. Hence dimpΠq “ nullitypJcapq, and
(4.12) holds.
(ii) By definition of Π˚ and X ˚ in (2.20) and (2.21), we have Π˚ Ď PpX ˚qXΠ. We now show
that PpX ˚q XΠ Ď Π˚. Let ℓ = nullity(J). If ℓ “ 0, pick P ˚ P Π˚. Then
P P PpX ˚qXΠ ô P ´P ˚ P L pX ˚qXkerpJcapq “ L pX ˚qXkerpJq “ t0u ô P “ P ˚ P Π˚,
hence (4.13) holds. If ℓ ě 1, let u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uℓ be a basis for L pX ˚q X kerpJcapq and pick P ˚ P
intpΠ˚q. Hence supptP ˚u “ X ˚, supptuiu Ď X ˚ @i, and there exists δ ą 0 such that Pi fi
P ˚`aiui P PpX ˚qXΠ for all i and |ai| ă δ. Moreover V pPi;W q “ PJi v˜ “ V pP ˚;W q`aiuJi v˜.
Since P ˚ P Π˚, Pi P Π, and the signs of taiu are arbitrary, we must have uJi v˜ “ 0 for
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i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ℓ. Now any P P PpX ˚q X Π can be expressed as P “ P ˚ ` řℓi“1 aiui for some
taiuℓi“1, hence V pP ;W q “ PJv˜ “ V pP ˚;W q, hence P P Π˚, hence (4.13) holds.
(iii) Follows from the proof of (ii) above.
(iv) The claim (4.15) follows from (4.13) and the rank-nullity theorem:
dimpPpX ˚qqloooooomoooooon
“|X˚|
` dimpΠqloomoon
“|Xcap|´r
“ dimpPpX ˚q XΠqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“dimpΠ˚q
` dimpL pX ˚q `Πqloooooooooomoooooooooon
ď|Xcap|
. (4.16)
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Geometry of Π and Π˚. (See Fig. 8 for an illustration). Assume dimpΠq ą dimpΠ˚q
(otherwise Π is simply equal to Π˚). Denote by F˚ the face of the probability simplex associated
with distributions in PpX ˚q. Fix any P ˚ P Π˚ and let u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u|X˚|´1 form a basis for L pX ˚q.
Denote by T0 the |Xcap|´ |X ˚| dimensional subspace of L pXcapq that is orthogonal to L pX ˚q,
namely,
T0 “ th P L pXcapq : hpxq “ constant for x P X ˚u.
The intersection of the affine subspace P ˚`T0 with PpXcapq defines a (scaled) standard simplex
S Ă R|Xcap|´|X˚|`1 that has P ˚ as a vertex as well as |Xcap| ´ |X ˚| other vertices denoted by
P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , P|Xcap|´|X˚|. Define ti “ Pi ´ P ˚ P L pXcapq for each i. Hence t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t|Xcap|´|X˚| form
a basis for T0 and are orthogonal to L pX ˚q.
Augmenting T to include vectors with nonzero mean, we define the following |Xcap|´|X ˚|`1
dimensional subspace of RXcap :
T fi tz “ h` α1, h P T0, α P Ru
“ tz P RXcap : zpxq “ constant for x P X ˚u
and the infinite cones
CinT0 fi
#
h P T0 : h “
ÿ
i
αiti, αi ě 0, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |Xcap| ´ |X ˚|
+
“ th P L pXcapq : hpxq “ constant for x P X ˚, hpxq ě 0 @x P XcapzX ˚u (4.17)
and
CoutT fi tz P T : zJti ě 0, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |Xcap| ´ |X ˚|u
“ tz P RXcap : zpxq “ constant for x P X ˚, zpxq ě 0 @x P XcapzX ˚u. (4.18)
Also define the polytopes
Cin fi
 
h P L pXcapq : ProjT0phq P CinT0
(
“ th P L pXcapq : hpxq ě 0 @x P XcapzX ˚u (4.19)
Cout fi
 
z P RXcap : ProjT pzq P CoutT
(
“ tz P RXcap : zpxq ě 0 @x P XcapzX ˚u. (4.20)
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(a) |Xcap| “ 3, r “ 2, F˚ “ rA,Bs, |X ˚| “ 2 (b) |Xcap| “ 4, r “ 3, F˚ “ ABD, |X ˚| “ 3
(c) |Xcap| “ 4, r “ 3, F˚ “ rB,Ds, |X ˚| “ 2 (d) |Xcap| “ 4, r “ 2, F˚ “ rB,Ds, |X ˚| “ 2
Figure 8: Geometric illustration of saddlepoint property of Lemma 4.5 in case dimpΠq ą
dimpΠ˚q. In all cases depicted here, Π˚ “ tP ˚u is a singleton, hence X ˚ “ supppP ˚q.
Note that P ˚ ` h P PpXcapq ñ h P Cin.
Denote by g˜0 and g˜1 respectively the projections of g˜ of (4.9) onto kerpJcapq and kerpJcapqK.
By the extremal property of P ˚ in Π, we have ´g˜J0 pP ´ P ˚q ě 0 for all P P Π, hence,
´ g˜0 P Cout. (4.21)
The following properties follow immediately from the symmetry properties of the standard
simplex.
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• Any P P PpXcapq satisfies ProjT0pP ´ P ˚q P CinT0 , i.e., P ´ P ˚ P Cin.
• For all z P T ,
z P CoutT ðñ ProjkerpJcapqpzq P Cout. (4.22)
• For all h P Cin and z P CoutT ,
hJz ě 0. (4.23)
If dimpΠq “ dimpΠ˚q, we define Cin “ L pXcapq.
An optimization game. Now consider the game with payoff function
Γph, h˜q fi 1
2
h˜JJcaph˜` h˜Jg˘ ´ hJpJcaph˜´ g˜q,
#
h, h˜ P L pXcapq : r “ |Xcap|
h P Cin, h˜ P H : else, (4.24)
to be maximized over h and minimized over h˜. The payoff function is linear in h and convex
quadratic in h˜. Recall H “ L pX ˚q X kerpJqK was defined in (2.35).
Lemma 4.5 below shows that the game (4.24) admits a saddlepoint and will be used to
prove Prop. 8.9. Fig. 8 provides a geometrical illustration of the saddlepoint property in the
case of rank-deficient Jcap.
One might expect that infh Γph, h˜q “ ´8 because the payoff function is linear in h. This is
true for all h˜, except for a special choice h˜˚. The key idea in this game is most easily understood
in the case Π˚ is a singleton (J has rank |X ˚|). Then the variable h˜ P H K kerpJcapq has
r´1 ě |X ˚|´1 degrees of freedom, hence one can construct h˜˚ to “cancel” g˜ in the sense that
z “ Jcaph˜˚´ g˜ P T is orthogonal to L pX ˚q (i.e., z satisfies |X ˚| ´ 1 orthogonality conditions).
Moreover z P CoutT , hence by (4.23), hJpJcaph˜˚ ´ g˜q “ hJz ě 0 for all h P Cin. The argument
can be extended to the case Π˚ is not a singleton, by exploiting the fact that g˜ is orthogonal
to kerpJq.
Lemma 4.5 The game (4.24) admits a saddlepoint ph˚, h˜˚q where h˜˚ “ J`g˜ and h˚ “ J`g P
H. The value of the game is Γ˚ “ 1
2
}g}2
J`
´ 1
2
}g˘}2
J`
, where g “ g˜` g˘. The saddlepoint satisfies
the equalizer property
Γph, h˜˚q “ Γph˚, h˜˚q ď Γph˚, h˜q @ feasible h, h˜. (4.25)
Proof. First consider the maximization of Γph, h˜q with respect to h. We have
sup
feasible h
Γph, h˜q “ 1
2
h˜JJcaph˜` h˜Jg˘ ´ inf
feasible h
rhJpJcaph˜´ g˜qs (4.26)
If h˜ “ J`g “ h˜˚, we claim that the infimum above is zero.
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• If the capacity-achieving input distribution is unique, this is straightforward: X ˚ “ Xcap,
Jcap “ J has rank |Xcap|, and Jcaph˜˚ ´ g˜ is equal to the mean of the vector ´g˜ times the
vector 1tx P Xcapu. Since this vector is orthogonal to the feasible space L pXcapq for h,
the infimum of (4.26) is zero and is achieved by any h P L pXcapq. For any other choice
of h˜, the infimum would be ´8.
• If the capacity-achieving input distribution is not unique, then Jcap has rank r ă |Xcap|.
– Case I: Π˚ is a singleton. By (4.14), J has rank |X ˚|, and by (4.15), |X ˚| ď r.
We have pJh˜˚ ´ g˜qpxq “ pJcaph˜˚ ´ g˜qpxq “ constant for all x P X ˚ or equivalently,
z fi Jcaph˜
˚ ´ g˜ K L pX ˚q, hence z P T . Moreover z ` g˜0 “ Jcaph˜˚ ´ g˜1 K kerpJcapq,
hence ProjkerpJcapqpzq “ ´g˜0, hence (4.21) and (4.22) imply z P CoutT . Therefore
inf
hPCin
rhJpJcaph˜˚ ´ g˜qs “ inf
hPCin
hJz “ 0
where the last equality follows from (4.23).
– Case II: dimpΠ˚q “ k ě 1. We have z “ Jcaph˜˚ ´ g˜ K kerpJcapq. By (4.14),
nullitypJq “ k. Let u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uk be basis vectors for L pX ˚qXkerpJq and uk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u|X˚|´1
be basis vectors for L pX ˚q X kerpJqK “ H. By the extremal property of Π˚, we
have g˜Ju1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ g˜Juk “ 0. Since u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uk P kerpJq Ď kerpJcapq, we obtain
zJu1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zJuk “ 0. On the other hand, the minimizing variable h˜ P H is in
the range of J and therefore of Jcap, and has r´ 1 degrees of freedom which can be
used to satisfy the |X ˚| ´ k ´ 1 ď r ´ 1 equations zJuk`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zJu|X˚|´1 “ 0.
Therefore choosing h˜ “ h˜˚ results in z K L pX ˚q again, and the rest of the proof
follows as in Case I above.
Next, consider the minimization of Γph, h˜q with respect to h˜. Fix h “ h˚. Then
Γph˚, h˜q “ 1
2
h˜JJcaph˜´ h˜JpJcaph˚ ´ g˘q ` h˚Jg˜
“ 1
2
h˜JJh˜´ h˜JpJh˚ ´ g˘q ` h˚Jg˜ (4.27)
which is a convex quadratic function of h˜. By (2.36), its minimizer is obtained as J`pJh˚´ g˘q “
J
`pg ´ g˘q “ J`g˜ “ h˜˚, and the inequality holds in (4.25).
Hence ph˚, h˜˚q is a saddlepoint, and the value of the game is
Γ˚ “ Γph˚, h˜˚q “ 1
2
h˜˚JJh˜˚ ` h˜˚Jg˘.
Moreover
Γ˚ “ 1
2
g˜JJ`pg˜ ` 2g˘q “ 1
2
pg ´ g˘qJJ`pg ` g˘q “ 1
2
gJJ`g ´ 1
2
g˘JJ`g˘. (4.28)
l
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5 Background: Refined Asymptotics
This section reviews basic techniques for central limit asymptotics and strong large deviations.
5.1 Central Limit Asymptotics
We first review some key results on the asymptotics of a normalized sum of independent random
variables. Consider first iid random variables Ui, i ě 1, with common cdf FU , finite mean µ,
variance σ2 ą 0, and skewness S fi ErpU ´ µq3s{σ3{2. The normalized random variable
Tn “
řn
i“1 Ui ´ nµ?
nσ2
(5.29)
has zero mean and unit variance and by the Central Limit Theorem, converges in distribution
to N p0, 1q. Denote by Fn the cdf of Tn.
iid Nonlattice Random Variables. If tUiu8i“1 are iid nonlattice random variables, the
Crame´r-Esse´en theorem [25, p. 49] [21, p. 538] for nonlattice random variables states that
Fnptq “ Φptq ´ S
6
?
n
p1´ t2qφptq ` op1{?nq (5.30)
uniformly in t, i.e.,
lim
nÑ8
"?
n sup
tPR
ˇˇˇˇ
Fnptq ´ Φptq ´ S
6
?
n
p1´ t2qφptq
ˇˇˇˇ*
“ 0.
The op1{?nq remainder in (5.30) can be strengthened to Op1{nq for strongly nonlattice random
variables, i.e., distributions that satisfy Crame´r’s condition on the characteristic function fˆ of
U :
lim
|ω|Ñ8
|fˆpωq| ă 1, (5.31)
in which case (5.30) is the first-order Edgeworth expansion of Fn [20, 23].
Higher-order expansions in terms of successive powers of n´1{2 can also be derived [20,
21, 22, 23] but a two-term expansion suffices for our purposes. The Berry-Esse´en formula
|Fnptq ´ Φptq| ď A36V 3{2?n (where A3 fi Er|U ´ µ|3s is the absolute third central moment of U)
that was used in [5, 7] does not yield the sharp asymptotics of interest here.
Let ǫ “ 1 ´ α and tǫ and tǫ,n be the upper α-quantiles of Φ and Fn respectively, i.e.,
Φptǫq “ α and Fnptǫ´,nq ď α ď Fnptǫ,nq. The precise asymptotics of tǫ,n are of interest, in
particular the Cornish-Fisher inversion formula [20, 22, 23, 33] yields
tǫ,n “ tǫ ` S
6
?
n
pt2ǫ ´ 1q ` opn´1{2q. (5.32)
iid Lattice Random Variables. If tUiu8i“1 are iid lattice random variables with span d,
the normalized sum Tn of (5.29) is also a lattice random variable (with span d{
?
nσ2) and its
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cdf Fnptq is piecewise constant with jumps of size Opn´1{2q at the lattice points. An opn´1{2q
asymptotic approximation to Fn can still be constructed, analogously to (5.30) in the nonlattice
case [25, pp. 52—67] [21, p. 540]. In particular, (5.30) holds at the midpoints of the lattice.
At the lattice points, (5.30) holds with Fnptq replaced with 12 rFnptq ` Fnpt´qs.
Non-iid Random Variables. In case Ui, i ě 1, are independent but have different
distributions, with respective means µi and variances σ
2
i such that
σ2n fi
1
n
nÿ
i“1
σ2i (5.33)
is bounded away from 0 and 8 as nÑ8, let
Sn fi
1
n
řn
i“1 ErpUi ´ µiq3s
σ3n
. (5.34)
Then the expansions (5.30) and (5.32) for the iid nonlattice case hold with S replaced by Sn
[21, pp. 546, 547]: 5
Fnptq “ Φptq ´ Sn
6
?
n
p1´ t2qφptq ` op1{?nq (5.35)
tǫ,n “ tǫ ` Sn
6
?
n
pt2ǫ ´ 1q ` opn´1{2q (5.36)
provided that the following additional assumptions hold: each Ui has bounded fourth moment,
and there exists δ ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nź
i“1
fˆipωq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ opn´1{2q uniformly in ω ą δ (5.37)
where fˆipωq fi EreiωUis is the characteristic function of Ui. Condition (5.37) holds when each
Ui is a nonlattice random variable, as well as in many problems where each Ui is a lattice
random variable (but
řn
i“1 Ui is not). In the case each
řn
i“1 Ui is a lattice random variable
with span dn, (5.37) does not hold but the opn´1{2q asymptotic approximation (5.30) to Fn
holds at midpoints of the lattice, with σ2 and S replaced with σ2n and Sn of (5.33) and (5.34).
5.2 Strong Large-Deviations Asymptotics
Conventional large-deviations methods characterize the exponential decay of tail probabilities,
in particular, Crame´r’s theorem [24] states that
´ 1
n
logPn
#
nÿ
i“1
Ui ě na
+
„ Λpaq as nÑ8, @a ą ErU s
5 Note a typo in [21, Eqn (6.1)], where s2n should be replaced with s
3
n.
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where Ui, i ě 1 is a sequence of iid random variables with common distribution P , cumulant
generating function (cgf) κpsq “ logEP resU s, and large-deviations function Λpaq “ supsras ´
κpsqs.
Strong large-deviations asymptotics provide arbitrarily accurate approximations to tail
probabilities, using Laplace’s method of asymptotic expansion of integrals. If U is a nonlattice
random variable and Ui, i ě 1, are iid then the Bahadur-Rao theorem [19] yields
Pn
#
nÿ
i“1
Ui ě na
+
„ e
´nΛpaq
s
a
2πnκ2psq as nÑ8 (5.38)
where s satisfies κ1psq “ a. Define the normalized random variableWn “ p
řn
i“1 Ui´naq{
a
nκ2psq
which has zero mean and unit variance, and the exponentially tilted distribution dF˜U puq fi
esu´κpsqdFU puq. Denote by rFn the cdf for Wn when U has cdf F˜U . The asymptotic formula
(5.38) is obtained by writing the identity
Pn
#
nÿ
i“1
Ui ě na
+
“ e´nΛpaq
ż 8
0
e´s
?
nκ2psqvd rFnpvq (5.39)
and evaluating the asymptotics of the integral in the right side. Since U is a nonlattice random
variable, rFn does not exhibit Opn´1{2q jumps, and (5.38) is derived by applying the Crame´r-
Esse´en expansion (5.30) to rFn.
For lattice random variables, rFn has jumps of size Opn´1{2q in the vicinity of the origin.
Blackwell and Hodges [18] showed that the right side of (5.38) is multiplied by a bounded,
oscillatory function of n. In particular, if na is in the range of the sum
řn
i“1 Ui, then
Pn
#
nÿ
i“1
Ui ě na
+
„ d e
´nΛpaq
p1´ e´sdq
a
2πnκ2psq as nÑ8 (5.40)
where d is the span of the lattice random variable U . As expected, the asymptotic expansion
(5.40) coincides with (5.38) in the limit as dÑ 0.
Example: Tail of binomial distribution Bi(n, p) which is a sum of n iid Be(p) random
variables where 1{2 ď p ă 1. Then κpsq “ logp1 ` esq and κ2psq “ es{p1 ` esq2. The large-
deviations function is Λpaq “ dpa}pq “ a log a
p
`p1´aq log 1´a
1´p for a P pp, 1q, and s that achieves
the supremum in the definition of Λpaq is s “ log a
1´a , corresponding to κ
2psq “ ap1´ aq. The
lattice span is d “ 1. Thus (5.40) yields
PrtBipn, pq ě nau „ a
2a´ 1
e´ndpa}pqa
2πap1 ´ aqn, p ă a ă 1, (5.41)
for any integer na Ñ 8. Compare with the oft-used approximation [31, p. 115] which states,
for p “ 1{2,
e´ndpa}pqa
2πap1 ´ aqn ď PrtBipn, pq ě nau ď e
´ndpa}pq.
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Clearly the lower bound is tighter than the upper bound as it captures the n´1{2 asymptotic
term.
A generalization of (5.38) to the non-iid case was given by Bucklew and Sadowsky [30]. An
even more more general expression for both the nonlattice and the lattice cases was obtained
by Chaganty and Sethuraman [26, Theorems 3.3 and 3.5] in the non-iid case. The following
special case is particularly relevant to this paper: evaluate the asymptotics of PrtZn ě nanu
where an is a sequence converging to a limit a, and Zn is a sequence of random variables with
respective cdf’s Fn and moment generating functions (mgf) Mpnqpsq fi EresZns, assumed to be
nonvanishing and analytic in the region Ω “ ts P C : |s| ă su for some s ą 0. Denote by
nκnpsq the cgf for Zn, and by
Λnpaq “ sup
sPR
ras´ κnpsqs (5.42)
the associated large-deviations function. Assume the supremum defining Λnpanq is achieved at
sn P Ω, hence an “ κ1npsnq. Define the exponentially tilted distribution rFnptq fi şt´8 exptsnu´
anκnpsnqu dFnpuq and the normalized random variable Wn “ p rZn´nanq{anκ2npsnq which has
zero mean and unit variance when rZn has cdf rFn. Denoting by rGn the resulting cdf for Wn,
one obtains [26, p. 1683]
PrtZn ě nanu “ e´nΛnpanq
ż 8
0
e´sn
?
nκ2npsnqvd rGnpvq. (5.43)
The characteristic function of Wn is obtained from (5.43) as [26, Eqn (3.7)]
fˆnpωq “ exp
#
´ iωnana
nκ2npsnq
+
Mpnqpsn ` iω{
a
nκ2npsnqq
Mpnqpsnq
, ω P R (5.44)
where i “ ?´1. Further assume there exists n0 P N such that 6
(CS1) Dκ˜ ă 8 such that |κnpsq| ă κ˜ for all n ě n0 and s P Ω.
(CS2) DV0 ą 0 such that κ2npsnq ą V0 for all n ě n0.
If Zn is a nonlattice random variable, assume that
(CS3) Dδ0 ą 0 such that
sup
δă|ω|ďλsn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mpnqpsn ` iωq
Mpnqpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ op1{?nq (5.45)
for any given δ and λ such that 0 ă δ ă δ0 ă λ.
Under Assumptions (CS1),(CS2),(CS3), Wn converges in distribution to N p0, 1q. Theo-
rem 3.3 of [26] in the nonlattice case (with an, sn, κn and Λn respectively playing the roles of
mn, τn, ψn and γn in [26]) states that analogously to (5.38),
Pr tZn ě nanu „ e
´nΛnpanq
sn
a
2πnκ2npsnq
as nÑ8. (5.46)
6 It was assumed in [26] that n0 “ 1 but this restriction is unnecessary.
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In the lattice case, let Zn have span dn and an be in the range of Zn{n. Then Wn is
lattice-valued with span dn{
a
nκ2npsnq and zero offset. Assumption (CS3) above is replaced
with
(CS3’) Dδ1 ą 0 such that for all 0 ă δ ă δ1,
sup
δă|ω|ďπ{dn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mpnqpsn ` iωq
Mpnqpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ op1{?nq.
Under Assumptions (CS1),(CS2),(CS3’), Theorem 3.5 of [26] in the lattice case states that
analogously to (5.40),
Pr tZn ě nanu „ dn e
´nΛnpanq
p1´ e´sndnqa2πnκ2npsnq as nÑ8. (5.47)
Again (5.47) coincides with (5.46) in the limit as dn Ñ 0. In all cases considered, to obtain
sharp asymptotics of the form (5.46) or (5.47), the analysis begins with the identity (5.43),
and the key step is to verify the asymptotics of the normalized random variable Wn.
6 Strong Large Deviations for Likelihood Ratios
This section presents new results on strong large deviations for likelihood ratios. Of particular
interest are NP tests, which are instrumental in deriving the strong converse to the channel
coding theorem. The full asymptotics of deterministic NP tests for distributions with iid
components were obtained by Strassen [5, Theorem 1, p. 690]. He also derived somewhat
looser bounds for the case of distributions with independent but not identically distributed
components [5, Theorem 3, p. 702], as did Polyanskiy et al. [7, Lemma 58, p. 2340] allowing
randomized tests.
In this section we derive the full asymptotics of such NP tests. The starting point is a
strong large-deviations analysis of likelihood ratios (Sec. 6.1), followed by an application to
NP testing (Sec. 6.2).
6.1 Likelihood Ratio with Varying Component Distributions
The basic probabilistic model is as follows. Let Yi, 1 ď i ď n, be independent random variables
with respective distributions Pi and Qi under hypotheses H1 and H0, respectively. Write
Pn fi
śn
i“1 Pi and Qn fi
śn
i“1Qi. Assume the following holds:
(LR1) For each i ě 1: Pi ! Qi (Pi is dominated by Qi).
(LR2) Under Pi, the loglikelihood ratio Li fi log dPipYiq{dQipYiq has finite mean Di “
DpPi}Qiq, finite variance Vi “ V pPi}Qiq, and finite third central moment Ti “ T pPi}Qiq.
Let
Dn “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Di, V n “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Vi, T n “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ti, Sn “ T nrV ns3{2
. (6.1)
There exist n0 P N and V0 ą 0 such that V n ě V0 for all n ě n0.
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(LR3) Under Qi, the loglikelihood ratio Li has cgf κipsq “ logEQiresLis “ ps ´ 1qDspPi}Qiq.
There exists an open neighborhood of s “ 1 in which the averaged cgf κnpsq fi 1n
řn
i“1 κipsq
is analytic for all n ě 1.
The lattice case is defined by the condition that
řn
i“1 Li is a lattice random variable for all
n ě 1. The strongly nonlattice case could be similarly defined as the case where the Crame´r
condition (5.31) on the mgf of
řn
i“1 Li holds for each n ě 1. Unfortunately Crame´r’s condition
is inapplicable to finite alphabets, so we weaken it as follows. The following general definition
seems general enough to apply to most problems.
Definition 6.1 (Semistrong nonlattice case.) A sequence tLiuiě1 of independent random vari-
ables with respective marginal distributions tπiuiě1 satisfies the semistrong nonlattice condition
if it satisfies at least one of the following three conditions: 7
(NL1) @d ą 0, Dn0 P N, δ ą 0 such that @n ą n0: min
1ďiďn
inf
PPPlatpdq
W1pπi, P q ě δ.
(NL2) @d ą 0, Dn0 P N, δ P p0, 1s such that @n ą n0: min
iPIδ
inf
PPPlatpdq
W1pπi, P q ě δ for some
subset Iδ of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu of size |Iδ| ě δn.
(NL3) @d ą 0, Dn0 P N, δ P p0, 12 s such that @n ą n0: miniPIδ,jPJδ infPPPlatpdqW1pπi ‹ πj, P q ě δ for
some Iδ and Jδ, disjoint subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu of size ě δn each.
Condition (NL1) is stronger than merely requiring that each Li be a nonlattice random
variable: no subsequence of tπiu converges to a lattice distribution under the W1 metric.
Condition (NL2) is weaker as it allows a fraction (1´ δ) of the πi’s to be lattice distributions
or converge to a lattice distribution. Condition (NL3) is even weaker as it applies to problems
such as the Z channel of Sec. 3.4 where each Li is a lattice random variable but the sum
log W0pY q
QnpY q ` log
W1pY q
QnpY q is not. Finally there are somewhat pathological problems (not considered
in this paper) which pertain neither to the lattice nor to the semistrong nonlattice case, for
instance
řn
i“2 Li is a lattice random variable for all n ě 2 but L1 is not.
Lemma 6.1 (Second-order Taylor expansion of large-deviations function for loglikelihood ra-
tio.) Consider two probability measures P and Q over a common space and assume that P
is dominated by Q (P ! Q). Assume the cgf κpsq “ logEQrpdPdQqss “ ps ´ 1qDspP }Qq for
L fi log dP
dQ
(under Q) is finite and thrice differentiable in an open neighborhood of s “ 1.
Assume D “ DpP }Qq and V “ V pP }Qq are positive and finite, and T “ T pP }Qq is finite.
Then the large-deviations function
Λpaq fi sup
s
ras´ κpsqs (6.2)
7 W1p¨, ¨q denotes the first Wasserstein metric (aka earth mover’s distance) between two probability distri-
butions on R, and ¨ ‹ ¨ denotes the convolution of two distributions on R.
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for L satisfies the Taylor expansion
Λpaq “ a` pa´Dq
2
2V
`Oppa´Dq3q as aÑ D. (6.3)
Proof: see Appendix D.
Proposition 6.2 Let t and c P R be arbitrary constants and define the sequence
an “ Dn ´ t
d
V n
n
` c
n
. (6.4)
Assume (LR1), (LR2), and (LR3) hold.
(i) If tLiuiě1 is a sequence of random variables of the semistrong nonlattice type, then
Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
log
dPipYiq
dQipYiq ě nan
+
“ expt´nan ´
t2
2
` op1qua
2πnV n
. (6.5)
Moreover (6.5) holds if the inequality “ě nan” is replaced with a strict inequality.
(ii) If
řn
i“1 Li is a lattice random variable for each n ě 1, denote by dn its span and by Ωn its
range. Then
Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
log
dPipYiq
dQipYiq ě nan
+
“ dn
1´ e´dn
expt´nan ´ t22 ` op1qua
2πnV n
, nan P Ωn. (6.6)
In particular, if dn Ñ 0 as nÑ8, the expressions (6.6) and (6.5) coincide.
Proof: See Appendix E.
6.2 Neyman-Pearson Test
Let P and Q be two probability distributions over a set Z and consider the Neyman-Pearson
test for P versus Q at significance level α. Let Z “ log dP
dQ
and denote by δ : Z Ñ r0, 1s
a randomized decision rule returning δpzq “ PrtSay P |Z “ zu, z P Z. The type-II error
probability of the NP test at significance level α is denoted by
βαpP,Qq “ min
δ :EP rδpZqsěα
EQrδpZqs (6.7)
and is a convex function of α [34].
The following theorem gives the exact asymptotics of a Neyman-Pearson test between
Pn “
śn
i“1 Pi and Qn “
śn
i“1Qi at significance level α “ 1´ ǫ.
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Theorem 6.3 (NP Asymptotics.) Assume (LR1), (LR2), and (LR3) hold. Define
an fi Dn ´
d
V n
n
tǫ ´ 1
6n
Sn
b
V npt2ǫ ´ 1q. (6.8)
(i) In the semistrong nonlattice case,
βαpPn,Qnq “
expt´nan ´ 12t2ǫ ` op1qua
2πV nn
. (6.9)
Moreover 8
Pn
#
nÿ
i“1
log
dPipYiq
dQipYiq ě nan
+
“ α` opn´1{2q as nÑ8. (6.10)
(ii) In the lattice case,
βαpPn,Qnq “ dn e
dn{2
1´ e´dn
expt´nan ´ 12 t2ǫ ` op1qua
2πV nn
(6.11)
for all n, α such that nan ` dn2 P Ωn. The function βαpPn,Qnq is piecewise linear in α, with
breaks at the points satisfying nan` dn2 P Ωn. If dn Ñ 0 as nÑ 8, the asymptotic expressions
(6.9) and (6.11) coincide.
Proof. The type-II error probability βαpPn,Qnq of the NP test is achieved by a randomized
likelihood ratio test (LRT) with test statistic Zn fi
řn
i“1 log
dPipYiq
dQipYiq [34]:
δNPpYq “
$&%
1 : Zn ą nbn
ρn : Zn “ nbn
0 : Zn ă nbn
where the threshold nbn and randomization parameter ρn are chosen to satisfy the constraint
α “ EPnrδNPpYqs “ PntZn ą nbnu ` ρnPntZn “ nbnu (6.12)
hence
PntZn ą nbnu ď α ď PntZn ě nbnu. (6.13)
The type-II error probability of the NP test is
βαpPn,Qnq “ EQnrδNPpYqs “ QntZn ě nbnu ´ p1´ ρnqQntZn “ nbnu (6.14)
hence satisfies the following lower and upper bounds:
QntZn ą nbnu ď βαpPn,Qnq ď QntZn ě nbnu. (6.15)
8 The opn´1{2q residual in (6.10) can be strengthened to Opn´1q in the strong lattice case where Crame´r’s
condition is satisfied.
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By (6.1), we have EPnrZns “ nDn and VarPnrZns “ nV n. Denote by Fn the cdf of the
normalized random variable
Tn fi
Zn ´ nDna
nV n
.
By (6.13) and the definition of the quantile tǫ,n above (5.32), we have
tǫ,n “ nbn ´ nDna
nV n
. (6.16)
(i) Semistrong nonlattice case. If the cdf Fn is continuous at bn, then PntZn “ nbnu “ 0,
and so from (6.12) we have Fnptǫ,nq “ α. Else Fn may have a jump of size opn´1{2q. Then
PntZn “ nbnu “ opn´1{2q and Fnptǫ,nq “ α` opn´1{2q. Applying successively (5.36) and (6.8),
we have
tǫ,n “ tǫ ` Sn
6
?
n
pt2ǫ ´ 1q ` opn´1{2q
“ nan ´ nDna
nV n
` opn´1{2q. (6.17)
Comparing with (6.16), we obtain nbn “ nan ` op1q.
Applying Prop. 6.2(i) with t “ tǫ and c “ ´16Sn
a
V npt2ǫ ´ 1q, we obtain
QntZn ě nbnu “ QntZn ě nan ` op1qu “
expt´nan ´ 12 t2ǫ ` op1qua
2πV nn
and the same asymptotics hold for QntZn ą nbnu. The claim then follows from (6.15).
(ii) In the lattice case, βαpPn,Qnq, viewed as a function of α, is convex and piecewise
linear, with breaks at the points where randomization is not needed (ρn “ 1). At any such
point α we have βαpPn,Qnq “ QntZn ě nbnu and α “ PntZn ě nbnu. Recalling the central
limit asymptotics for non-iid lattice random variables at the end of Sec. 5.1, (6.17) holds if nan
is a midpoint of the lattice, i.e., nan ` 12dn P Ωn. Hence nan “ nbn ´ 12dn, PntZn ě nanu “
α` opn´1{2q, and by Prop. 6.2(ii),
QntZn ě nbnu “ dn
1´ e´dn
expt´nbn ´ 12t2ǫ ` op1qua
2πV nn
“ dn e
dn{2
1´ e´dn
expt´nan ´ 12t2ǫ ` op1qua
2πV nn
.
l
Remark 6.1 Theorem 6.3(i) reduces to Theorem 1 of Strassen [5, p. 690] in the case of iid
components and deterministic rules. For the non-iid case, Strassen [5, Theorem 3, p. 702]
used the Berry-Esse´en theorem to show
| log βαpPn,Qnq ` nDn ´
b
nV n tǫ ` 1
2
log n| ă 140
δ8
(6.18)
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where δ is any number satisfying the four inequalities
0 ă δ ă 1´ α, ?n ě 140
δ8
, δ ď
b
V n, δ ď T´1{3n .
The right side of (6.18) is at least equal to 140{p1´αq8, and the inequality holds for n at least
equal to 1402{p1´ αq16.
Remark 6.2 Polyanskiy et al. [8, Lemma 14, p. 33] derived
´nDn ´
b
nV nΦ
´1
ˆ
α´ 6Sn ` δ?
n
˙
` log δ ´ 1
2
log n ď log βαpPn,Qnq
ď ´nDn ´
b
nV nΦ
´1
ˆ
α´ 6Sn?
n
˙
´ 1
2
log n` log
˜
2 log 2a
2πV n
` 24Sn
¸
(6.19)
valid for any δ ą 0. (A looser upper bound, without the 1
2
log n, is given in [7, Lemma 58,
p. 2340]). The lower bound is asymptotic to
´nDn ´
b
nV n Φ
´1pαq ´ 1
2
log n´ cα
b
V np6Sn ` δq ` log δ ` op1q
where cα ą 0 is the derivative of the function ´Φ´1 at α. Maximizing this expression over δ,
one obtains δ “ 1{pcα
a
V nq hence the asymptotic lower bound
log βαpPn,Qnq ě ´nDn ´
b
nV nΦ
´1pαq ´ 1
2
log n´ log
ˆ
cα
b
V n
˙
´ 6cα
b
V nSn ´ 1` op1q.
(6.20)
Remark 6.3 Using Chebyshev’s inequality, Polyanskiy et al. [7, Lemma 59, p. 2341] also
derived the following nonasymptotic lower bound:
log βαpPn,Qnq ě ´nDn ´
d
2nV n
1´ ǫ ` log
1´ ǫ
2
. (6.21)
A closely related inequality was derived by Kemperman [6, Theorem 7.1].
7 Achievability
The direct coding theorem 3.1 is proved using iid random codes and ML decoding.
Fix P ˚ achieving the maximum in (3.2). From (2.4), (2.9), and (2.25), we define Vu fi
VupP ˚,W q, Su fi SupP ˚,W q and ρ fi ρpP ˚,W q. The function
ωph, tq fi ´1
2
}h}2
J`
´ t
2
?
Vu
hJ∇VupP ˚q, h P L pX q, t P R (7.1)
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is quadratic in h and linear in t. It follows from (2.48) and
ř
xPX hpxq “ 0 that
hJ∇VupP ˚q “ hJ∇V pP ˚q. (7.2)
Recall that Vu “ Vǫ ą 0 by (A1) and that Su “ S. In the remainder of this section, the
subscript “u” could be dropped everywhere.
Fixing t “ tǫ. Recalling (2.36), (2.37), and (2.42), we have
sup
hPH
ωph, tǫq “ t
2
ǫ
8Vu
}∇VupP ˚q}2J` “
t2ǫ
8
ApP
˚q
ns (7.3)
where the supremum is achieved at
h˚ fi ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
J
`vpP
˚q P H. (7.4)
Next, define
tˆǫ,n fi tǫ ` Su
6
?
n
pt2ǫ ´ 1q. (7.5)
Fix any h P H and draw random codes iid from
Pn “ P ˚ ` n´1{2h P PpX q. (7.6)
Shannon’s codes are obtained as a special case with h “ 0, but our achievability bound will be
obtained when h “ h˚. The number of codewords is Mn “ tenRn u where
nRn “ nC ´
a
nVu tǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` ωph, tǫq ´
t2ǫ
8
ApP
˚q
ns
“ nC ´
a
nVu tǫ ` 1
2
log n
´1
6
Su
a
Vupt2ǫ ´ 1q `
t2ǫ
2
1´ ρ
1` ρ `
1
2
logp2πp1 ´ ρ2qVuq ` ωph, tǫq ´ 1 (7.7)
where the last equality follows from the definition of Aǫ in (3.2).
Random coding scheme. The codeword symbols tXipmq, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď m ďMnu are
drawn iid from the distribution Pn of (7.6). Define the random variables
Zm,n fi log
W npY|Xpmqq
pPnW qnpYq “
nÿ
i“1
log
W pYi|Xipmqq
pPnW qpYiq , 1 ď m ďMn. (7.8)
Hence Zm,n is the same as the information density ipXpmq;Yq. The ML decoding rule is
deterministic and can be written as
mˆ “ arg max
1ďmďMn
Zm,n. (7.9)
In case of a tie, an error is declared. 9
9 Decoding performance could potentially be improved using randomization for tie breaking [13].
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Overview of error probability analysis. By symmetry of the codebook construction
and the decoding rule, the conditional error probability (given message m) is independent of
m. We show that the average error probability over the random ensemble is ǫ`opn´1{2q, hence
there exists a deterministic code with at most the same average error probability. This proves
the claim, since by Taylor’s formula,
?
nVǫQ
´1pǫ` opn´1{2qq “ ?nVǫQ´1pǫq ` op1q.
For the calculation below, we assume without loss of generality that m “ 1 was sent. We
start from a standard random coding union bound 10
PrtErroru “ Pr
"
max
mě2
Zm,n ě Z1,n
*
ď Pr tZ1,n ď z˚nu ` Pr
"
max
mě2
Zm,n ě Z1,n ě z˚n
*
ď Pr tZ1,n ď z˚nu ` pMn ´ 1qPr tZ2,n ě Z1,n ě z˚nu . (7.10)
In the last line, zn˚ is arbitrary but will be chosen so that the second probability is
φptǫq?
nVu
r1`op1qs.
We then use precise asymptotics for the two probabilities of (7.10) to derive the desired result.
Thus (7.10) upperbounds the error probability as the sum of two terms. The first is
the probability that the correct message scores below some threshold zn˚, and the second
upperbounds the probability that some incorrect message scores at least as well as the correct
message, conditioned on the score of the latter being at least equal to zn˚. There is a somewhat
weak but possibly significant dependency (viaY) between the score of an incorrect message and
that of the correct message. As shown in the derivations below, this dependency is quantified
by the correlation coefficient ρ and contributes to the Op1q term in the achievable rate.
Central Limit Asymptotics of Z1,n. For each m “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mn, the pairs pXipmq, Yiq,
1 ď i ď n are iid, hence Zm,n is the sum of conditionally (given m) iid random variables. The
mean of Z1,n is given by
ErZ1,ns “ nEPnˆW
„
log
W pY |Xq
pPnW qpY q

“ nIpPn;W q.
By (B.1) and (7.6) we have
Dn “ IpPn;W q “ IpP ˚;W q ´ 1
2
}P ˚ ´ Pn}2J ` op1{nq
“ C ´ 1
2n
}h}2J ` op1{nq. (7.11)
The variance of Z1,n is equal to n times the unconditional information variance
V n “ VupPn;W q “ Vu ` 1?
n
hJ∇VupP ˚q ` opn´1{2q
where the last equality follows from (B.2) and (7.6). Since Vu ą 0, we obtainb
V n “
a
Vu ` 1
2
?
nVu
hJ∇VupP ˚q ` opn´1{2q. (7.12)
10 This first step is ubiquitous in analyses of random codes and has also been used in particular to state the
RCU bound of [7, Theorem 16].
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Combining (7.1), (7.11), and (7.12) we obtain
nDn ´
b
nV n t “ nC ´
a
nVu t` ωph, tq ` op1q, @t P R. (7.13)
The skewness of Z1,n is equal to
Sn “ SupPn;W q “ Su `Opn´1{2q. (7.14)
Define the normalized random variable
Tn fi ´Z1,n ´ nDna
nV n
(7.15)
which has zero mean and unit variance and by the Central Limit Theorem, converges in
distribution to N p0, 1q. By the Cornish-Fisher inversion formula (5.32), tˆǫ,n of (7.5) satisfies
FTnptˆǫ,nq “ 1´ ǫ` opn´1{2q. (7.16)
Now fix zn˚ “ nDn ´
a
nV n tn˚ where
11
t˚n fi tˆǫ,n `
1?
nVu
“ tǫ ` 1?
n
ˆ
Su
6
pt2ǫ ´ 1q `
1?
Vu
˙
. (7.17)
Hence
z˚n “ nC ´
a
nVu tǫ ´ Su
?
Vu
6
pt2ǫ ´ 1q ` ωph, tǫq ´ 1. (7.18)
We have
PZ1,ntZ1,n ă z˚nu
paq“
ż
tąt˚n
dPTnptq
“ 1´ FTnpt˚nq
pbq“ 1´ FTnptˆǫ,nq ´ pt˚n ´ tˆǫ,nqφptǫq ` opn´1{2q
pcq“ ǫ´ φptǫq?
nVu
` opn´1{2q as nÑ8 (7.19)
where (a), (b), and (c) follow from (7.15), (7.17), and (7.16), respectively.
Large Deviations for Z2,n. The random variables Zm,n, m ě 2, n ě 1 are identically dis-
tributed and are conditionally independent given Y. By (7.8), for m ě 2, the joint distribution
of pZm,n, Z1,nq is the same as that of p
řn
i“1 L
1
i,
řn
i“1 Liq where
L1i fi log
W pYi|X 1iq
pPnW qpYiq , Li fi log
W pYi|Xiq
pPnW qpYiq , 1 ď i ď n
11 To obtain the best Op1q term, we could choose t˚n “ tˆǫ,n ` a{
?
nVu and optimize a. The optimal choice of
a turns out to be 1, hence the choice of (7.17).
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are iid with joint distribution PL1L induced by PX1XY px1, x, yq fi Pnpx1qPnpxqW py|xq.
Denote by P˜L1L the tilted distribution
dP˜L1Lpl1, lq fi el1 dPL1Lpl1, lq (7.20)
induced by
P˜X1XY px1, x, yq “ W py|x
1q
pPnW qpyqPX
1XY px1, x, yq “ Pnpx
1qW py|x1qW py|xqPnpxq
pPnW qpyq . (7.21)
The marginals P˜L1 and P˜L are identical with mean EP˜ rLs “ EP˜ rL1s “ Dn and variance
VarP˜ rLs “ VarP˜ rL1s “ V n. Since X Ñ Y Ñ X 1 forms a Markov chain under P˜ , we have
EP˜ rL1Ls “ EpPnW q
 
ErL1|Y sErL|Y s( “ EpPnW qE2ripX;Y q|Y s.
Hence CovP˜ pL1, Lq “ EpPnW qVarripX;Y q|Y s “ V rpPn;W q, and ρnpP ;W q “ 1´V rpPn;W q{V n
is the normalized correlation coefficient between L1 and L under P˜ . Hence pL1, Lq has covariance
matrix CovP˜ pL,L1qJ “ V n
„
1 ρn
ρn 1

where V n “ Vu `Opn´1{2q and ρn “ ρ`Opn´1{2q.
Define the normalized random variables
W 1n fi
řn
i“1 L
1
i ´ nDna
nV n
` t˚n and Wn fi
řn
i“1 Li ´ nDna
nV n
` t˚n. (7.22)
Hence the second probability in the right side of (7.10) is
Pr tZ2,n ě Z1,n ě z˚nu “ PnL1L
#
nÿ
i“1
L1i ě
nÿ
i“1
Li ě nDn ´
b
nV nt
˚
n
+
“ PnL1Lt0 ďWn ďW 1nu (7.23)
Under the tilted distribution P˜nL1L, the random variables W
1
n and Wn have means equal
to t, unit variance, and correlation coefficient ρn. Denote their joint cdf by Fn and the two-
dimensional Gaussian cdf with the same mean and covariance by Φt˚n,ρn . Recall that tn˚ “
tǫ `Opn´1{2q and ρn “ ρ`Opn´1{2q, and denote the pdf associated with Φtǫ,ρ by φtǫ,ρ. Since
the pairs tpL1i, Liq, 1 ď i ď nu are iid, by the Central Limit Theorem, Fn converges pointwise
to Φtǫ,ρ. More precisely, analogously to (5.30), the following expansion holds [22, Sec. 6.3]:
Fnpw1, wq “ Φt˚n,ρnpw1, wq `
1?
n
fpw1, wqφt˚n ,ρnpw1, wq ` opn´1{2q (7.24)
where convergence is uniform over R2, and fpw1, wq is a polynomial function of degree 3.
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We have
PnL1Lt0 ďWn ďW 1nu “
ż
RnˆRn
dPnL1Lpl1, lq1
 
0 ďWn ďW 1n
(
paq“ e´z˚n
ż
RnˆRn
dP˜nL1Lpl1, lqe´r
řn
i“1 l
1
i´z˚ns 1  0 ďWn ďW 1n(
pbq“ e´z˚n
ĳ
0ďwďw1
dFnpw1, wq e´
?
nV n w
1
(7.25)
pcq“ e´z˚n
b
nV n
ż 8
w“0
dFnpwq
ż 8
w1“w
pFnpw1|wq ´ Fnpw|wqq e´
?
nV n w
1
dw1
(7.26)
where (a) follows from (7.20), (b) from (7.22), and (c) is obtained using integration by parts
for w1. Applying (7.24) yields, after the same algebra as in [19] [35, pp. 110—112]
PnL1Lt0 ďWn ďW 1nu „ e´z
˚
n
a
nVu
ĳ
0ďwďw1
pΦtǫ,ρpw1, wq ´ Φtǫ,ρpw,wqq e´
?
nV n w
1
dwdw1
“ e
´z˚n?
nVu
ż
uě0
ż
u1ěu
„
Φtǫ,ρ
ˆ
u1?
nVu
,
u?
nVu
˙
´ Φtǫ,ρ
ˆ
u?
nVu
,
u?
nVu
˙
e´u
1
dudu1
„ e
´z˚n?
nVu
ż
uě0
ż
u1ěu
u1 ´ u?
nVu
φtǫ,ρ
ˆ
u?
nVu
,
u?
nVu
˙
e´u
1
dudu1
“ e
´z˚n
nVu
ż
uě0
φtǫ,ρ
ˆ
u?
nVu
,
u?
nVu
˙
e´u du
„ e
´z˚n
nVu
φtǫ,ρp0, 0q (7.27)
“ e
´z˚n
nVu
φptǫq expt´ 1´ρ2p1`ρq t2ǫua
2πp1 ´ ρ2q .
Hence the second term in the right side of (7.10) is
pMn ´ 1qPnL1Lt0 ďWn ďW 1nu
“ φptǫq?
nVu
exp
"
nRn ´ z˚n ´
1´ ρ
2p1` ρqt
2
ǫ ´
1
2
logp2πp1 ´ ρ2qnVuq ` op1q
*
“ φptǫq?
nVu
r1` op1qs (7.28)
where the last equality follows from (7.7) and (7.18)
Substituting (7.28) and (7.19) into (7.10), we obtain
PrtErroru ď ǫ´ φptǫq?
nVu
` φptǫq?
nVu
` opn´1{2q
“ ǫ` opn´1{2q
which proves the claim. l
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8 Converse
To prove Theorem 3.2, we begin in Sec. 8.1 with some background from Polyanskiy et al.
[7]. Sec 8.2 presents a converse for constant-composition codes under both the maximum
and average error probability criteria. Sec 8.3 presents a converse for general codes under the
maximum error probability criterion, and Sec 8.4 presents the converse under the average error
probability criterion. Each section builds on the results from the previous section.
8.1 Background
Here we review upper bounds on Ma˚vgpn, ǫq and Mm˚axpn, ǫq that are expressed in terms of the
type-II error probability of NP tests at significance level α “ 1´ ǫ.
Theorem 8.1 [7, Theorem 31 p. 2319] The volume MF of any code with codewords in F Ď X n
and maximum error probability ǫ satisfies
MF ď inf
QY
sup
xPF
1
β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, QYq (8.1)
where the supremum is over all feasible codewords, and the infimum is over all probability
distributions on Yn.
Theorem 8.2 [7, Theorem 27 p. 2318] The volume MF of any code with codewords in F Ď X n
and average error probability ǫ satisfies
MF ď sup
PX
inf
QY
1
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆQYq (8.2)
where the supremum is over all probability distributions on F, and the infimum is over all
probability distributions on Yn.
It was later shown that the order of sup and inf can be exchanged in (8.2) [36]; this property
is unrelated to the saddlepoint property of Prop. 8.9 presented later in this section.
In some cases β1´ǫpPY|X“x, QYq is constant for all x P F, e.g., when QY “ QnY is the n-fold
product of a distribution QY over Y, and when all x P F have the same composition. With
some abuse of notation, we write β1´ǫpQnY q “ β1´ǫpPY|X“x, QnY q. Then the following result
holds.
Theorem 8.3 [7, Theorem 28 p. 2318]. Fix a distribution QY over Y and assume β1´ǫpPY|X“x, QnY q
“ β1´ǫpQnY q for each x P F Ď X n. Then the volume MF of any code with codewords in F Ď X n
and average error probability ǫ satisfies MF ď 1{β1´ǫpQnY q.
This result was used in Polyanskiy et al. [7] to derive a converse theorem for constant-
composition codes. Denote by Mc˚cpn, ǫq the maximal number of codewords for any constant-
composition code over the DMC W , with maximal error probability ǫ.
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Theorem 8.4 [7, Theorem 48 p. 2331]. If 0 ă ǫ ď 1{2, there exists n0 P N and a constant
F ą 0 such that
@n ą n0 : logM˚ccpn, ǫq ď nC ´
a
nVǫtǫ ` 1
2
log n` F.
The key idea in the proof of this theorem (Eqn (494) p. 2350) is to use a result on the
asymptotics of NP tests (Lemma 58 p. 2340) that provides a lower bound on β1´ǫpQnY q.
Finally, applying [7, Eqn (284) p. 2332]
M˚maxpn, ǫq ďM˚avgpn, ǫq ď
τ
τ ´ 1M
˚
maxpn, τǫq
with τ “ 1`1{?n, we obtain Q´1pτǫq “ Q´1pǫq`Opn´1{2q. HenceMm˚axpn, τǫq andMm˚axpn, ǫq
asymptotically differ only by a constant and
M˚maxpn, ǫq ďM˚avgpn, ǫq ď
?
n rM˚maxpn, ǫq `Op1qs. (8.3)
Hence the gap between the maximum log-volumes under the average and maximum error
probability criteria is at most 1`op1q
2
log n.
8.2 Converse for Constant-Composition Codes
Fix some positive vanishing sequence δn. Consider Q “ pP˜W q where P˜ P PpX q and define
ζˆnpP,Q; δnq fi
$’’’&’’’%
nDpW }Q|P q ´anV pW }Q|P q tǫ ` FǫpW }Q|P q
if DP0 P Π : }P ´ P0}8 ď δn, }P˜ ´ P0}8 ď δn,
nDpW }Q|P q `
b
2nV pW }Q|P q
1´ǫ ´ log 1´ǫ2
else.
(8.4)
For Q “ pPW q this function is equal to
ζˆnpP ;W ; δnq fi
#
nIpP ;W q ´anV pP ;W qtǫ ` FǫpP ;W q if DP0 P Π : }P ´ P0}8 ď δn
nIpP ;W q `
b
2nV pP ;W q
1´ǫ ´ log 1´ǫ2 else.
(8.5)
In the case ǫ ą 1
2
, note that
b
2nV pP ;W q
1´ǫ ď ´12
?
nVmaxtǫ for all P P Π.
Proposition 8.5 Assume (A1) and (A3) hold. Fix any positive vanishing sequence δn. Con-
sider any sequence x P X n and any distribution P˜ P PpX q such that P˜ P Πpδnq if Pˆx P Πpδnq
(and P˜ is unrestricted otherwise). Let Q “ pP˜W q. The following asymptotic inequality holds
uniformly over x and Q satisfying the conditions above:
´ log β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq ď ζˆnpPˆx, Q; δnq ` 1
2
log n` op1q. (8.6)
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Proof. Define
Dn fi
1
n
nÿ
i“1
DpWxi}Qq “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqDpWx}Qq “ DpW }Q|P q, (8.7)
V n fi
1
n
nÿ
i“1
V pWxi}Qq “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqV pWx}Qq “ V pW }Q|P q, (8.8)
T n fi
1
n
nÿ
i“1
T pWxi}Qq “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqT pWx}Qq “ T pW }Q|P q, (8.9)
Sn fi
T n
rV ns3{2
(8.10)
and
nan fi nDn ´
b
nV ntǫ ´ 1
6
Sn
b
V npt2ǫ ´ 1q.
Similarly 1
n
řn
i“1DspWxi}Qq “ DspW }Q|P q.
Case I: P “ Pˆx P Πpδnq and P˜ P Πpδnq. Then (2.13) and (8.4) yield ζˆnpP,Q; δnq “ ζnpP,Qq
where Q “ pP˜W q. Assumption (LR1) of Sec. 6.1 holds because supptQ˚u “ Y, hence
supptpP˜W qu “ Y for all P˜ P Πpδnq, and n large enough. Assumption (LR2) holds because
X is finite, Vmin “ minPPΠ V pP ;W q ą 0 by (A1), and V pWx}¨q is continuous at Q˚, hence
V n “ V pW }Q|P q ą 12Vmin for all P, P˜ P Πpδnq, Q “ pP˜W q, and n large enough. Assumption
(LR3) holds because X and Y are finite alphabets.
First assume Q is such that L “ log W pY |Xq
QpY q is a nonlattice random variable. Then the
sequence of loglikelihoods Li fi logrW pYi|xiq{QpYiqs, i ě 1 satisfies the semistrong nonlattice
condition (Def. 6.1), where the marginal distribution πi is a function of xi. Further note that
tLiu satisfies a stronger property in which the statements after the semicolons in (NL1)—
(NL3) hold not only @n ą n0 but also @x such that Pˆx P Πpδnq. The Taylor expansions of
Lemma 4.3 (with P “ Pˆx) and (E.1) (with Pn “ W np¨|xq) hold uniformly over x such that
Pˆx P Πpδnq. The asymptotics of β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq are then obtained from Theorem 6.3(i):
´ log β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq
“ nan ` 1
2
log n` 1
2
t2ǫ `
1
2
logp2πV nq ` op1q
“ nDpW }Q|P q ´
a
nV pW }Q|P q tǫ ` 1
2
log n` FǫpW }Q|P q ` op1q
“ ζnpP,Qq ` 1
2
log n` op1q (8.11)
uniformly over Pˆx, P˜ P Πpδnq.
The case where Q is such that L is a lattice random variable with span dn yields the same
solution (8.11) because under (A3), dn must tend to 0 as nÑ8. Indeed our condition on Q
may be written as Q “ Q˚ ` ph˜W q where }h˜}8 ď 1. Hence
L “ L0 ´ log
˜
1` δn ph˜W qpY q
Q˚pY q
¸
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where L0 “ log W pY |XqQ˚pY q is a nonlattice random variable, and ph˜W qpY qQ˚pY q is bounded. Hence
L “ L0 ` Opδnq with probability 1, and dn Ñ 0. The asymptotics of β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq are
then obtained from Theorem 6.3(ii), and (8.11) holds again. Thus (8.6) holds as well.
Case II: P˜ R Πpδnq or Pˆx R Πpδnq. We use the nonasymptotic bound of (6.21) with
Pn “W np¨|xq and Qn “ Qn:
´ log β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq ď nDn `
d
2nV n
1´ ǫ ´ log
1´ ǫ
2
“ nDpW }Q|P q `
c
2nV pW }Q|P q
1´ ǫ ´ log
1´ ǫ
2
“ ζˆnpP,Q; δnq (8.12)
and therefore (8.6) holds again. l
Theorem 8.6 Assume (A1) and (A3) hold.
(i) The volume M rP s of any code of constant composition P P PnpX q and (maximum or
average) error probability ǫ satisfies
logM rP s ď ζˆnpP ;W ; δnq ` 1
2
log n` op1q (8.13)
uniformly over P , for any positive vanishing sequence δn. There exist constants c1, c2 ą 0 such
that the following statements hold.
(ii) (Bad Types). If δn " n´1{4, there exists n0 ě 1 such that
logM rP s ď nC ´ c2nδ2n @P R Πpδnq, n ě n0. (8.14)
(iii) (Mediocre Types). If δn " n´1{2 log n and P R Π˚pδnq then
logM rP s ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1
?
nδnr1` op1qs. (8.15)
(iv) (All Types).12
logM rP s ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q. (8.16)
Proof. (i) Fix the distributions Q “ pPW q and QY “ Qn, and any positive vanishing se-
quence δn. Then ζˆnpP,Q; δnq “ ζˆnpP ;W ; δnq. Under the maximum-error probability criterion,
(8.13) follows from Theorem 8.1 and Prop. 8.5. Since β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq is the same for all x
of composition P , (8.13) also holds under the average-error probability criterion [7, Lemma 29
p. 2318].
12 The result (8.16) is not used in this paper but is stated for completeness.
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(ii) If δn " n´1{4 and P R Πpδnq, the Taylor expansion (B.1) implies that IpP ;W q ď
C ´ 2c2δ2n @n ě n1 for some c2 ą 0 and n1 ě 1. Let V fi maxPPPpX q V pP ;W q which is finite.
Then (8.13) and (8.5) yield
logM rP s ď nIpP ;W q `
c
2nV pP ;W q
1´ ǫ ´ log
1´ ǫ
2
ď nC ´ 2c2δ2n `
d
2nV
1´ ǫ ´ log
1´ ǫ
2
ď nC ´ c2nδ2n @n ą n0, P R Πpδnq
for some n0 ě n1. This establishes (8.14).
(iii) If P R Πpn´1{5q, the claim follows directly from Part (ii). If n´1{2 log n ! δn ă n´1{5
and P P Πpn´1{5qzΠ˚pδnq, then applying successively (8.13), (8.5), and Lemma 4.2(iii) with
ǫn “ n´1{5, we obtain
logM rP s ď ζˆnpP ;W ; ǫnq ` 1
2
log n` op1q “ ζnpP ;W q ` 1
2
log n` op1q
ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1
?
nδnr1` op1qs,
hence (8.15) holds.
(iv) If P R Π˚pn´1{2 log nq, the claim follows directly from Part (iii). For P P Π˚pn´1{2 log nq,
the claim follows from (8.30) which is proved in the next section. l
8.3 Converse for General Codes, Maximum Error Probability Criterion
In this section we derive an upper bound on the volume of arbitrary codes with maximum
error probability ǫ.
Theorem 8.7 Assume (A1) and (A3) hold. The volume MXn of any code with codewords
in X n and maximum error probability ǫ P p0, 1q satisfies
logMXn ď nC ´
a
nVǫtǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q. (8.17)
The theorem is proved at the end of this section. The analysis involves an optimization
over PpX q. A different treatment is needed for a “good set” P1 of distributions that are close
to Π˚ and for the complement set Pc1.
First we provide some motivation for the method of proof and give some definitions and
two propositions (8.8 and 8.9). Fix any F Ď X n and let P0 be any subset of PpX q such that
x P F ñ Pˆx P P0. Let Q fi tQ “ pPW q, P P PpX qu. The following proposition follows
immediately from Theorem 8.1 and Prop. 8.5.
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Proposition 8.8 Assume (A1) and (A3) hold. Fix any positive vanishing sequence δn, and
consider any subset P0 (possibly dependent of n) of PpX q. The volume M rP0s of any code
with codewords of composition P P0 and maximum error probability ǫ P p0, 1q satisfies
logM rP0s ď inf
QPQ
sup
PPP0
ζˆnpP,Q; δnq ` 1
2
log n` op1q. (8.18)
At first sight this suggests seeking a solution to the minmax game with payoff function
ζˆnpP,Q; δnq over P0 ˆPpYq.
If Π Ă P0, a version of the above game with payoff
lim
nÑ8
1
n
ζnpP,Qq “ DpW }Q|P q “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqDpWx}Qq
admits the well-known equalizer saddlepoint solution pP,Qq “ pP ˚, Q˚q for each P ˚ P Π [32],
as given in Lemma 4.1(i). Owing to the equalizer property in (4.2), we have
inf
QPQ
sup
PPP0
DpW }Q|P q “ sup
PPP0
inf
QPQ
DpW }Q|P q “ C
even if P0 is not a convex set.
For finite n there is generally no saddlepoint because unlike DpW }Q|P q, the payoff function
ζnpP,Qq of (2.13) is not linear nor even concave in P for ǫ ă 12 due to the Op
?
nq variance
term. However
• In the CT weakly symmetric case where Π˚ “ tP ˚u (singleton), V pWx}Q˚q “ V pP ˚;W q
and FǫpWx}Q˚q “ FǫpP ˚;W q for all x P X , the capacity-achieving input and output
distributions P ˚ and Q˚ are uniform. The game clearly admits an asymptotic saddlepoint
solution pP,Qq “ pP ˚, Q˚q in the sense that
ζnpP,Q˚q ` op1q ď ζnpP ˚, Q˚q ď ζnpP ˚, Qq ` op1q @P P PpX q, @Q P Q, (8.19)
and the asymptotic value of the game is ζnpP ˚, Q˚q “ ζnpP ˚;W q.
• In the nonsymmetric case with Π˚ “ tP 1u (singleton), using Taylor expansion of ζnp¨, ¨q
around pP 1, Q˚q (Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5), we shall see there still exists an asymptotic
saddlepoint pP 1n, Q˜n˚q if the maximization over P is restricted to a vanishing neighborhood
of P 1, of size δn “ 1n1{4 logn :
ζnpP, Q˜˚nq ` op1q ď ζnpP 1n, Q˜˚nq ď ζnpP 1n, Qq, @P : }P ´ P 1} ď δn, @Q. (8.20)
The asymptotic value of the game is ζnpP 1n, Q˜n˚q “ nC ´
?
nVǫ tǫ ` Aǫ ` op1q, and the
asymptotic saddlepoint is given in (8.25), (8.26).
• If Π˚ is not a singleton, the saddlepoint property (8.20) holds for each P 1 P Π˚, Q˜n˚ is
independent of P 1, and ζnpP 1n, Q˜n˚q ď nC ´
?
nVǫ tǫ ` Aǫ ` op1q. The upper bound is
achieved when P 1 is the maximizer of (3.1).
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Instead of applying Theorem 8.1 with F “ X n directly, we define a set of subcodes with
maximum error probability ǫ each, and derive the asymptotics for these subcodes. The upper
bound on M is the sum of the upper bounds on the volume of the subcodes.
Define the “good” class of codewords
F1 fi
"
x P X n : Pˆx P Π˚
ˆ
1
n1{4 log n
˙*
(8.21)
and the corresponding “good” class of distributions over X
P1 fi Π
˚
ˆ
1
n1{4 log n
˙
. (8.22)
Hence x P F1 ô Pˆx P P1.
The following proposition shows that for each P 1 P Π˚, the payoff function ζnpP, Q˜n˚q is
constant (up to a vanishing term) over the neighborhood tP P PpX q : }P ´P 1}8 ď 1n1{4 lognu.
Define the two correction vectors
h1 fi ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
J
`vpP
1q P H (8.23)
h˜˚ fi ´ tǫ
2
?
Vǫ
J
`v˜ P H (8.24)
to which we associate modifications P 1n and Q˜n˚ of the capacity-achieving input and output
distributions as follows:
P 1n fi P
1 ` n´1{2h1 P PpX q (8.25)
Q˜˚n fi Q
˚ ` n´1{2ph˜˚W q P PpYq. (8.26)
Note that Q˜n˚ does not depend on P
1.
Proposition 8.9 Assume (A1) holds. The pair of distributions pP 1n, Q˜n˚q of (8.25), (8.26)
satisfies the following asymptotic inequality, uniformly over P 1 P Π˚ and P : }P ´ P 1}8 ď
1
n1{4 logn
:
ζnpP, Q˜˚nq ď ζnpP 1n, Q˜˚nq `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
(8.27)
“ ζnpP 1;W q ` t
2
ǫ
8
pApP 1qns ´ A˘pP
1q
ns q `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
(8.28)
ď nC ´
a
nVǫtǫ `Aǫ `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
. (8.29)
Hence the upper bound (8.29) holds uniformly over P P P1. Equality holds in (8.27) if
supptP u Ď Xcap, and in (8.29) if P 1 achieves the maximum that defines Aǫ in (3.1).
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Proof: Applying Lemma 4.3(ii) with δn “ 1n1{4 logn , we obtain
ζnpP, Q˜˚nq “ ζnpP 1;W q ` npP ´ P 1qJ∆´
?
npP ´ P 1qJpJX h˜˚ ´ g˜q
`1
2
h˜˚JJh˜˚ ` h˜˚Jg˘pP 1q `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
.
Consider the second and third terms in the right side above. If supptP u Ď Xcap, then pP ´
P 1qJ∆ “ 0, and Lemma 4.5 implies
pP ´ P 1qJpJX h˜˚ ´ g˜q “ pP ´ P 1qJpJcaph˜˚ ´ g˜q “ 0.
Else Xcap is a strict subset of X . In that case, split P ´ P 1 into a term δnu1 that has support
within Xcap and a term δnu0 that has support within X zXcap, where u0`u1 P L pX q, u0pxq ě
0@x, and }u0}8, }u1}8 ď 1. Therefore Dn0 such that
npP ´ P 1qJ∆´?npP ´ P 1qJpJX h˜˚ ´ g˜q
ď sup
u0,u1
rnδnuJ0∆´
?
nδnpu0 ` u1qJpJX h˜˚ ´ g˜qs
paq“ ?nδn sup
u1PL pXcapq
´uJ1 pJcaph˜˚ ´ g˜q @n ą n0
pbq“ 0,
where (a) holds because sup
xRXcap
∆pxq ă 0 and }u0}8, }u1}8 ď 1, and (b) holds owing to
Lemma 4.5. In both cases,
ζnpP, Q˜˚nq
paq
ď ζnpP 1;W q ` 1
2
h˜˚JJh˜˚ ` h˜˚Jg˘pP 1q `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
pbq“ ζnpP 1;W q ` 1
2
}gpP 1q}2
J`
´ 1
2
}g˘pP 1q}2
J`
`O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
pcq“ ζnpP 1;W q ` t
2
ǫ
8
pApP 1qns ´ A˘pP
1q
ns q `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
pdq“ nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` FǫpP 1;W q ` t
2
ǫ
8
pApP 1qns ´ A˘pP
1q
ns q `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` max
P 1PΠ˚
"
FǫpP 1;W q ` t
2
ǫ
8
pApP 1qns ´ A˘pP
1q
ns q
*
`O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
peq“ nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ `Aǫ `O
ˆ
1
log2 n
˙
where (a) holds with equality if supptP u Ď Xcap, (b) holds by Lemma 4.5, (c) by (4.9) and
(2.42), (d) by (2.15), and (e) by (2.14) and (3.1). Hence (8.28) and (8.29) hold. Moreover,
since δn " n´1{2, we have P 1n P P1 for sufficiently large n. The right side of equality (c) equals
the right side of (8.27), and inequality (a) holds for P “ P 1n. Hence (8.27) holds. l
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Proof of Theorem 8.7. Denote byM rP1s the volume of a subcode with codewords in F1 and
maximum error probability ǫ. Fix δn “ 1n1{4 logn . Then (8.4) yields ζˆnpP, Q˜n˚; δnq “ ζnpP, Q˜n˚q
for all P P P1 and thus
M rP1s
paq
ď sup
xPF1
1
β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, pQ˜n˚qnq
pbq“ exp
"
max
PPP1
ζnpP, Q˜˚nq `
1
2
log n` op1q
*
pcq
ď exp
"
nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q
*
(8.30)
where inequality (a) and equalities (b) and (c) follow from Theorem 8.1, Prop. 8.5, and
Prop. 8.9, respectively.
We now upperbound M rPc1s. For the codewords not in F1 we have up to pn ` 1q|X |´1
types. By Theorem 8.6(iii), the cardinality of each constant-composition subcode with type
P R P1 is upper-bounded by (8.15). Hence
M rP s ď exp
#
nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
+
, @P R P1.
The cardinality of the union of such subcodes is therefore upper bounded by
M rPc1s “
ÿ
PRP1
M rP s ď pn ` 1q|X |´1 max
PRP1
M rP s
ď exp
#
nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
+
. (8.31)
Finally, combining (8.30) and (8.31), we obtain
MXn ď M rP1s `M rPc1s
“ exp
"
nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q
*
. (8.32)
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.7. l
8.4 Converse for General Codes, Average Error Probability
The key tools in this section are Theorem 8.2 [7] which involves an optimization over PX, and
the same subcode decomposition that was presented in Sec. 8.3. We now leverage the analysis
of Sec. 8.3 to derive the converse under the average error probability criterion.
Consider a subset P0 of PpX q and the set F0 of sequences x P X n that have composition
Pˆx P P0 X PnpX q. For the constant-composition codes of Sec. 8.2, Pˆx is the same for all
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codewords. For a more general code, Pˆx is not fixed but has a (nondegenerate) empirical
distribution π over P0 XPnpX q. That is,
πpP q “ 1
M
ÿ
1ďmďM
ÿ
xPF0: Pˆx“P
PXpmqpxq
“
ÿ
xPF0: Pˆx“P
PXpxq, @P P P0 XPnpX q (8.33)
where each probability distribution PXpmq, 1 ď m ď M is degenerate for deterministic codes,
and PX “ 1M
ř
1ďmďM PXpmq. Define ΠnpP0q as the image of PpF0q under the linear mapping
that maps each PX P PpF0q to a distribution π according to (8.33).
Consider the set of sequences x P X n that have the same type P P P0 XPnpX q (this set
is a type class). Define UX|P as the uniform distribution over this type class. Clearly UX|P is
permutation-invariant for each P P P0XPnpX q, and so is PX “
ř
PPP0XPnpX q πpP qUX|P for
any π P ΠnpP0q. Define
P
p.i.pF0q fi
$&%PX “ ÿ
PPP0XPnpX q
πpP qUX|P , π P ΠnpP0q
,.- ,
the set of all permutation-invariant distributions over F0. With some abuse of notation, define
the error probability
β1´ǫpπ,QYq fi β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆQYq
with π P ΠnpP0q and PX “
ÿ
PPP0XPnpX q
πpP qUX|P P Pp.i.pF0q. (8.34)
One difficulty with Theorem 8.2 [7] is that the minimization over all probability distri-
butions PX P PpF0q is apparently intractable. However the minimization problem can be
considerably simplified if one considers only permutation-invariant distributions QY, as stated
in the proposition below [15, Prop. 4.4] [36].
Proposition 8.10 Let F0 be a permutation-invariant subset of X
n. Then
inf
PXPPpF0q
sup
QYPPp.i.pYnq
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆQYq
“ inf
PXPPp.i.pF0q
sup
QYPPp.i.pYnq
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆQYq
“ inf
πPΠnpP0q
sup
QYPPp.i.pYnq
β1´ǫpπ,QYq.
Proof. Consider a random variable Ω that is uniformly distributed over the set of all n! permu-
tations of the set t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Denote by ωx the sequence obtained by applying permutation
ω to a sequence x P F0. Hence Pp.i.pF0q “ tPΩX, PX P PpF0qu.
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For any permutation-invariant QY, the error probability β1´ǫpPωX ˆW n, PωX ˆ QYq is
independent of ω. Hence, by the same arguments as in [7, Lemma 29], we have
@ω : β1´ǫpPωX ˆW n, PωX ˆQYq “ β1´ǫpPΩX ˆW n, PΩX ˆQYq (8.35)
The claim follows by first applying (8.35) to the identity permutation (ωx ” x) and then
applying infPX supQY to both sides of the equation. l
Proposition 8.11 The volume MF0 of any code with codewords in a permutation-invariant
subset F0 Ď X n and average error probability ǫ satisfies
MF0 ď sup
πPΠnpP0q
inf
QYPPp.i.pYnq
1
β1´ǫpπ,QYq . (8.36)
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 8.2 and Prop. 8.10. l
Theorem 8.12 Assume (A1) and (A3) hold. The volume M rP1s of any code with codewords
in the set F1 of (8.21) and average error probability ǫ satisfies
logM rP1s ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ` 1
2
log n`Aǫ ` op1q.
Proof. Fix QY “ pQ˜n˚qn, the n-fold product of Q˜n˚ defined in (8.26). By Prop. 8.11 we have
M rP1s ď sup
πPΠnpP1q
1
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆ pQ˜n˚qnq
(8.37)
with PX “
ř
PPP1XPnpX q πpP qUX|P . Define the shorthand
β1´ǫ,n,P fi β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, pQ˜˚nqnq
and let
βˆ1´ǫ,n fi exp
"
´nC `
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ 1
2
log n´Aǫ
*
. (8.38)
For any P P P1 XPnpX q and ǫ P p0, 1q, we have
β1´ǫpUX|P ˆW n, UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq
paq“ β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, pQ˜˚nqnq @x : Pˆx “ P
“ β1´ǫ,n,P (8.39)
pbq“ expt´ζnpP, Q˜˚nq ´
1
2
log n` op1qu
pcq
ě exp
"
´nC `
a
nVǫtǫ ´ 1
2
log n´Aǫ ` op1q
*
pdq“ βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs (8.40)
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where (a) follows from [7, Lemma 29], (b) from (8.5) and Prop. 8.5 with δn “ 1n1{4 logn , (c)
from Prop. 8.9, and (d) from (8.38). Inequality (c) holds with equality if Π˚ is a singleton and
supptP u Ď X ˚.
Now we show that for any π P ΠnpP1q, we have
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq ě βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs (8.41)
with PX “
ř
PPP1XPnpX q πpP qUX|P . To show this lower bound, consider any test Z that
satisfies the type-I error probability constraint
pPX ˆW nqtZ “ 1u “
ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qUX|P ˆW ntZ “ 1u ě 1´ ǫ.
Let ǫpP q fi 1´ UX|P ˆW ntZ “ 1u, then we have
UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqntZ “ 1u ě β1´ǫpP qpUX|P ˆW n, UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq,
ǫ ě
ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP q ǫpP q, (8.42)
and
PX ˆ pQ˜˚nqntZ “ 1u “
ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qUX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqntZ “ 1u
paq
ě
ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qβ1´ǫpP qpUX|P ˆW n, UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq
pbq“
ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qβ1´ǫpP q,n,P (8.43)
where (a) follows from (8.42) and (b) from (8.39).
We use the following lemma which is proved in Appendix F.
Lemma 8.13 The following asymptotic inequality holds:ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qβ1´ǫpP q,n,P ě βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs. (8.44)
Combining (8.43) with (8.44), we obtain (8.41). The claim of Theorem 8.12 follows from
(8.37), (8.38), and (8.41). l
Remark 8.1 The asymptotic inequality (8.41) can be strengthened to an asymptotic equality
in the case X ˚ “ X and Π˚ is a singleton. Per the discussion below (8.40), a sufficient
condition for the asymptotic equality β1´ǫ,n,P “ βˆ1´ǫ,n r1 ` op1qs to hold is that X ˚ “ X and
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Π˚ is a singleton. Now consider a collection of optimal tests ZP (at significance level 1 ´ ǫ)
for each pair UX|P ˆW n vs. UX|P ˆ pQ˜n˚qn when P ranges over P1 XPnpX q, i.e.,
@P P P1 XPnpX q : UX|P ˆW ntZP “ 1u ě 1´ ǫ,
UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqntZP “ 1u “ β1´ǫpUX|P ˆW n, UX|P ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq
“ β1´ǫ,n,P
“ βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs. (8.45)
Take ZP as a test for PX ˆW n vs. PX ˆ pQ˜n˚qn. It then follows from (8.45) that
β1´ǫpPX ˆW n, PX ˆ pQ˜˚nqnq ď βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs. (8.46)
Combining the asymptotic upper bound (8.46) with the asymptotic lower bound (8.41), we
conclude that asymptotic equality holds in (8.41).
Next we need to take care of the “bad” subcode whose codewords have composition outside
P1. This is done by splitting the subcode into subexponentially many subcodes Cj , 1 ď j ď J
with respective volume Mj and average error probability ǫj. An upper bound on the volume
M rPc1s of the bad subcode is then derived and holds for all feasible choices of tǫju and tMju.
Theorem 8.14 Assume (A1) holds. The volume M rPc1s of any code with codewords in
X nzF1 “ FpPc1q and average error probability ǫ P p0, 1q satisfies
logM rPc1s ď nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs.
Proof: see Appendix G.
Finally we combine Theorems 8.12 and 8.14 to derive the lower bounds on the volume of
arbitrary codes. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Appendix H.
9 Conclusion
This paper has investigated the use of strong large deviations for analyzing the fundamental
limits of coding over memoryless channels, under regularity assumptions. Tight asymptotic
lower and upper bounds on the maximum code log-volume have been obtained by analyzing
two related strong large-deviations problems. The lower bound is obtained using the classical
random coding union bound which is evaluated by solving a strong large-deviations problem for
a pair of random variables. The upper bound is related to the precise asymptotics of NP tests
and is derived by carefully optimizing the auxiliary distribution in these tests. In particular,
Theorems 27 and 31 of Polyanskiy [7] providing upper bounds on Ma˚vgpn, ǫq and Mm˚axpn, ǫq
respectively in terms of the type-II error probability of a family of NP binary hypothesis tests
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were fundamental in this analysis. Since the gap between the asymptotic lower and upper
bounds is easily computable and small (“a few nats”) for the channels we numerically evaluated,
we conclude that the random coding union bound and the aforementioned Theorems 27 and
31, coupled with the “right” choice of the auxiliary distribution, are extremely powerful tools
indeed.
Our analysis relies on classical asymptotic expansions of probability distributions [20] and
on tools that were not used by Strassen and his successors, namely the Crame`r-Esse´en theorem
(as opposed to the weaker Berry-Esse´en theorem) and Chaganty and Sethuraman’s general
approach to strong large deviations, which goes beyond the classical iid setting.
We conclude that this analytic framework is systematic and powerful. The same framework
could in principle be used to derive the full asymptotics of the op1q terms in our lower and upper
bounds. Indeed we have only used one term of the Edgeworth expansion beyond the asymptotic
normal distribution, but more could be used. Other extensions of this work include the case of
cost constraints, which is treated similarly, and for which the third-order term remains 1
2
log n
[16, 10].
As a final note, even though the lower and upper bounds almost match under the average
error probability criterion, by (8.3), there remains a 1`op1q
2
log n gap under the maximum error
criterion.
Acknowledgements. The author thanks Patrick Johnstone for implementing and verify-
ing the formulas and producing the figures in this paper, Profs. Chandra Nair and Vincent Tan
for inspiring discussions, and the reviewers for insightful comments and helpful suggestions.
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A Proof of Lemma 2.2
(i) From (2.29) we have
@x, x1 P X : BDpWx1}pPW qqBP pxq “ ´EWx1
„
WxpY q
pPW qpY q

“ ´JXxx1pP ;W q. (A.1)
Moreover
BV pWx1}pPW qq
BP pxq
“ BBP pxqEWx1
ˆ
log2
W pY |x1q
pPW qpY q
˙
´ BBP pxqD
2pWx1}pPW qq
“ EWx1
B
BP pxq
ˆ
log2
W pY |x1q
pPW qpY q
˙
´ 2DpWx1}pPW qq BBP pxqDpWx1}pPW qq
paq“ ´2
„
EWx1
ˆ
WxpY q
pPW qpY q log
Wx1pY q
pPW qpY q
˙
´
ˆ
EWx1
WxpY q
pPW qpY q
˙ˆ
EWx1 log
Wx1pY q
pPW qpY q
˙
“ ´2CovWx1
ˆ
WxpY q
pPW qpY q , log
Wx1pY q
pPW qpY q
˙
(A.2)
where (a) follows from (A.1).
Taking the expectation of (A.2) with respect to X 1 „ P P Π, we obtainÿ
x1PX
P px1qBV pWx1}pPW qqBP pxq “ v˘
pP qpxq. (A.3)
Averaging with respect to P , we obtain EP rv˘pP qpXqs “ 0.
Next, from (2.39)—(2.41) and (2.5) we obtain, for P P Π,
vpP qpxq “ BV pP ;W qBP pxq
“ V pWx}Q˚q `
ÿ
x1PX
P px1q BV pWx1}pPW qqBP pxq
“ v˜pxq ` v˘pP qpxq, @x P X (A.4)
which yields (2.44). Since EP rv˜pXqs “ V pP ;W q, we obtain EP rvpP qpXqs “ EP rv˜pXqs `
EP rv˘pP qpXqs “ V pP ;W q.
(ii) Since V pP ;W q “ řx P pxqv˜pxq for all P P Π, the vectors vpP q and v˜ have the same
projection onto H of (2.35).
(iii) Equations (2.45)—(2.47) follow from Part (ii) and the definitions of the functions
V, Vu, T, Tu, S, Su.
From the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) we have
VupP ;W q ´ V pP ;W q “
ÿ
xPX
P pxqrI2pP ;W q ´D2pWx}PW qs ď 0, @P P PpX q (A.5)
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where the inequality holds by Jensen’s inequality. Differentiating (A.5), we have
BrVupP ;W q ´ V pP ;W qs
BP pxq “ I
2pP ;W q ´D2pWx}pPW qq
`2
ÿ
xPX
P px1q
„
IpP ;W q BBP pxqIpP ;W q
´DpWx1}pPW qq BBP pxqDpWx1}pPW qq

.
For P P Π, x P supppP q, we obtain
BrVupP ;W q ´ V pP ;W qs
BP pxq “ 0` 2IpP ;W q
«
BIpP ;W q
BP pxq ´
ÿ
x1PX
P px1qBDpWx1}PW qBP pxq
ff
“ 2IpP ;W q rDpWx}Q˚q ´ 1` 1s
“ 2I2pP ;W q
where the second equality follows from (2.28) and (A.1). Hence (2.48) holds. We also have
v˘pP qpxq “
ÿ
x1PX
P px1qBV pWx1}PW qBP pxq
“ ´2
« ÿ
x1PX
ÿ
yPY
W py|xqW py|x1qP px1q
Q˚pyq log
W py|x1q
Q˚pyq ´ IpP ;W q
ff
“ ´2
"
EPˆW
„
WxpY q
Q˚pY q log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q

´ EQ˚
„
WxpY q
Q˚pY q

EPˆW
„
log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q
*
“ ´2CovPˆW
ˆ
WxpY q
Q˚pY q , log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q
˙
(A.6)
where the first equality is the definition (2.41), and the second uses (b) in (A.2) together with
DpWx1}Q˚q ” IpP ;W q for x1 P supptP u. Alternatively v˘pP qpxq may be expressed in terms of
the reverse channel |W of (2.24) as
v˘pP qpxq “ ´2
«ÿ
xPX
ÿ
yPY
W py|xq|W px1|yq log |W px1|yq
P px1q ´ IpP ;W q
ff
“ ´2
«ÿ
yPY
W py|xqDp|Wy}P q ´ IpP ;W qff
“ ´2rEWxDp|WY }P q ´ IpP ;W qs (A.7)
which completes the derivation of (2.49). l
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B Proof of Lemma 4.2
(i) Application of Taylor’s theorem yields the following asymptotics for any P 1 P Π and }P ´
P 1}8 ď δn Ñ 0:
IpP q “ IpP 1q ` pP ´ P 1qJ∇IpP 1q ´ 1
2
}P ´ P 1}2
JX
` opδ2nq (B.1)
GpP q “ GpP 1q ` pP ´ P 1qJ∇GpP 1q ` opδnq (B.2)
F pP q “ F pP 1q `Opδnq (B.3)
where P ´ P 1 P L pX q. By (B.1)—(B.3) and the definitions of ζnpP q and ∆, we have
ζnpP q “ ζnpP 1q ` npP ´ P 1qJ∆´ n
2
}P ´ P 1}2
JX
`?npP ´ P 1qJ∇GpP 1q
`opnδ2nq ` op
?
nδnq `Opδnq. (B.4)
Hence (4.3) holds, and the convergence is uniform.
(ii) For P 1 P Π˚ and g “ ∇GpP 1q, evaluating (B.4) at P 1n “ P 1 ` n´1{2J`g of (4.4), we
have P 1n P PpX ˚q and thus
ζnpP 1nq “ ζnpP 1q ´
1
2
}J`g}2
J
` }g}2
J`
` op1q
from which (4.5) follows. Since ∆pxq ă 0 for all x R Xcap, there exists n0 such that
npP ´ P 1qJ∆´ n
2
}P ´ P 1}2
JX
`?ngJpP ´ P 1q
ď sup
PPPpXcapq
”
´n
2
}P ´ P 1}2Jcap `
?
ngJpP ´ P 1q
ı
, @n ą n0. (B.5)
The maximization problem is convex and admits a simple solution in the case PpXcapq Ď
Π ` L pX ˚q. Then any P P PpXcapq is the sum of some P0 P Π and h P L pX ˚q. Hence
}P ´ P 1}2
Jcap
“ }h}2
Jcap
“ }h}2
J
, and gJpP ´ P 1q ď gJh (since P 1 P Π˚), with equality if
P0 P Π˚. Therefore the supremand in (B.5) is equal to suphPL pX˚q
“´n
2
}h}2
J
`?ngJh‰ ě 0.
Moreover gJh “ 0 for any h P L pX ˚qXkerpJq, hence the supremum above is achieved on H “
L pX ˚q X kerpJqK defined in (2.35). By Lemma 2.1, this supremand is equal to Epgq “ 1
2
}g}2
J`
and is achieved by h “ J`g “ P 1n ´ P 1. Therefore (B.4) yields the local optimality property
(4.6).
(iii) Since Vmin “ minPPΠ V pP ;W q ą 0 owing to Assumption (A1), by continuity of
V p¨;W q there exists δ ą 0 such that V pP ;W q is bounded away from zero for P P Πpδq, hence
F pP q “ FǫpP ;W q of (2.14) is upper-bounded by some finite Fmax. For P P ΠpǫnqzΠ˚pδnq, we
upperbound ζnpP q by considering the case of full-rank and rank-deficient Jcap separately. Let
λ ą 0 be the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of Jcap.
(a) If Jcap has rank |Xcap|, then Π “ Π˚ “ tP ˚u is a singleton and Jcap “ J. Let h “ P´P ˚,
hence n
2
}h}2
J
" ?ngJh. Then (B.4) yields
ζnpP q ď ζnpP ˚q ´ n
2
}h}2J r1` op1qs ď ζnpP ˚q ´
1
2
nδ2n r1` op1qs (B.6)
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where the last inequality holds because }h}J ě λ}h}2 ě λ}h}8 ě λδn. Hence (4.7) holds.
(b) If Jcap has rank r ă |Xcap|, let P0 achieve minP˜PΠ }P ´ P˜ }2. We now show that ζnpP q
decays as nδ2n away from Π and as
?
nδn inside Π, away from Π
˚. Three cases are to be
considered:
(b1) P0 P Π˚ X intpΠq. Then P ´ P0 is orthogonal to ker(Jcap). Since
}P ´ P0}Jcap ě λ}P ´ P0}2 ě λ}P ´ P0}8 ě λ min
P˜PΠ˚
}P ´ P˜ }8 ě λδn.
we obtain
IpP q ď IpP0q ´ 1
2
λ2}P ´ P0}28r1` op1qs, GpP q “ GpP0q `Op}P ´ P0}8q. (B.7)
Since IpP0q “ C, GpP0q “ ´
?
Vǫ tǫ, and }P ´ P0}8 ě δn " n´1{2, we obtain ζnpP q ď
nC ´?nVǫ tǫ ´ 12λ2nδ2n.
(b2) P0 P Π˚ X BΠ. Denote by h the component of P ´ P0 orthogonal to ker(Jcap), then
c}P ´ P0}2 ď }h}2 ď }P ´ P0}2 for some constant c ą 0 that depends on the geometry of the
polytope Π. Proceeding as in (b1) with h in place of P ´ P0, we obtain }h}Jcap ě cλδn, hence
IpP q ď IpP0q ´ 1
2
c2λ2}P ´ P0}28r1` op1qs, GpP q “ GpP0q `Op}P ´ P0}8q (B.8)
hence ζnpP q ď nC ´
?
nVǫ tǫ ´ 12c2λ2nδ2n. For Π “ Π˚, either (b1) or (b2) holds, hence (4.7)
holds.
(b3) P0 R Π˚. (This case is possible only if Π ‰ Π˚). Since V pP ;W q “ PJv˜ for all P P Π,
the projection of ∇GpP 1q onto kerpJcapq is a vector g˜0 independent of P 1 P Π˚; moreover g˜0 “ 0
if and only if Π “ Π˚, which is excluded by our hypothesis. Hence }g˜0}2 ą 0. By the extremal
property of the polytope Π˚, there exists a constant c1 ą 0 such that the inequality
pP0 ´ P 1qJg˜0 ď ´c1}g˜0}2 }P0 ´ P 1}2 (B.9)
holds for P 1 achieving minP 1PΠ˚ }P0 ´ P 1}2. By assumption,
δn ď }P ´ P 1}8 ď }P ´ P0}8 ` }P0 ´ P 1}8.
Fix the constant
ω “ 1
2
c1}g˜0}2
c1}g˜0}2 `
a|X |maxP 1PΠ˚ }∇GpP 1q}2 P
ˆ
0,
1
2
˙
. (B.10)
One of the following statements is true:
}P ´ P0}8 ě ωδn or }P0 ´ P 1}8 ě p1´ ωqδn ě ωδn ą }P ´ P0}8. (B.11)
In the first case, P is “sufficiently far” from Π; in the second case, P may be arbitrarily close
to Π but is “sufficiently far” from Π˚. Since }P ´ P0}Jcap ě λ}P ´ P0}8, the first statement
implies that
IpP q ď C ´ 1
2
c2λ2ω2}P ´ P0}28r1` op1qs, (B.12)
GpP q ď GpP 1q `Op}P ´ P 1}8q (B.13)
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hence ζnpP q ď ζnpP 1q ´ 12c2λ2ω2nδ2n ` opnδ2nq, and (4.7) holds. The second statement implies
that IpP q ď IpP 1q “ C and
GpP q “ GpP 1q ` pP ´ P0 ` P0 ´ P 1qJ∇GpP 1q ` opδnq
ď GpP 1q ` pP0 ´ P 1qJg˜0 ` }∇GpP 1q}2 }P ´ P0}2 ` opδnq
paq
ď GpP 1q ´
ˆ
c}P0 ´ P 1}2}g˜0}2 ´ }P ´ P0}2 max
P 1PΠ˚
}∇GpP 1q}2
˙
` opδnq
pbq
ď GpP 1q ´
ˆ
cp1´ ωq}g˜0}2 ´ ω
a
|X | max
P 1PΠ˚
}∇GpP 1q}2
˙
δn ` opδnq
pcq“ GpP 1q ´ c
2
}g˜0}2 δn ` opδnq (B.14)
where (a) follows from the extremality property (B.9), (b) from the inequalities }P0 ´ P 1}2 ě
}P0´P 1}8 ě p1´ωqδn and }P ´P0}2 ď
a|X |}P ´P0}8 ďa|X |ωδn, and (c) from our choice
of ω. Therefore
ζnpP q ď ζnpP 1q ´ c
2
}g˜0}2
?
nδn ` op
?
nδnq
“ nC ´
a
nVǫ tǫ ´ c1
?
nδnr1` op1qs (B.15)
for some c1 ą 0. We conclude that (4.7) holds in both cases. l
C Proof of Lemma 4.3
(i) Fix any P 1 P Π˚. We perform a second-order Taylor expansion of ζn around the point
pP 1, Q˚q. We examine the three components of ζn and compute the corresponding derivatives.
Consider any h P L pX q such that }h}8 ď 1 and let Pn “ P 1`δnh. Recall that Qn “ pP˜nW q
where P˜n “ P 1 ` δ˜nh˜˚ and h˜˚ P L pX ˚q. The leading term of
1
n
ζnpPn, Qnq “ DpW }Qn|Pnq ´ 1?
n
a
V pW }Qn|Pnq tǫ ` 1
n
FǫpW }Qn|Pnq (C.1)
is linear in Pn:
DpW }Qn|Pnq “
ÿ
xPX
P 1pxqDpWx}Qnq ` δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqDpWx}Qnq. (C.2)
The following Taylor expansion of the first term in the right side as a function of Qn “ pP˜nW q
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holds at Q˚:ÿ
xPX
P 1pxqDpWx}Qnq “ EP 1ˆW
„
log
W pY |Xq
pP˜nW qpY q

“ EP 1ˆW
„
log
W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q

´ EQ˚
«
log
pP˜nW qpY q
Q˚pY q
ff
“ IpP 1;W q ´ EQ˚ log
˜
1` δ˜n ph˜
˚W qpY q
Q˚pY q
¸
“ IpP 1;W q ´ δ˜nEQ˚
«
ph˜˚W qpY q
Q˚pY q
ff
` δ˜
2
n
2
EQ˚
«
ph˜˚W qpY q
Q˚pY q
ff2
`Opδ˜3nq
“ IpP 1;W q ` δ˜
2
n
2
h˜˚JJX h˜˚ `Opδ˜3nq. (C.3)
In the last line, the Opδ˜nq term vanishes because
ř
xPX h˜
˚pxq “ 0, hence řyPY ph˜˚W qpyq “ 0.
The Opδ˜2nq term is obtained using (2.29). Since suppth˜˚u Ď X ˚, we may also write h˜˚JJX h˜˚ “
h˜˚JJh˜˚. The Opδ˜3nq remainder term does not depend on h.
Similarly, the following Taylor expansion of the second term in the right side of (C.2) holds:
δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqDpWx}Qnq “ δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxq
«
DpWx}Q˚q ´ EWx log
˜
1` δ˜n ph˜
˚W qpY q
Q˚pY q
¸ff
“ δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxq pIpP 1;W q `∆pxqq ´ δn
ÿ
yPY
phW qpyq log
˜
1` δ˜n ph˜
˚W qpyq
Q˚pyq
¸
“ δnhJ∆´ δnδ˜nhJJX h˜˚ `Opδnδ˜2nq. (C.4)
Adding (C.3) and (C.4) and multiplying the sum by n yields
nDpW }Qn|Pnq “ nIpP 1;W q ` nδnhJ∆` nδ˜
2
n
2
h˜˚JJX h˜˚ ´ nδnδ˜n hJJX h˜˚ `Opδ˜3nq `Opnδnδ˜2nq
“ nIpP 1;W q ` δnhJ∆` nδ˜
2
n
2
h˜˚JJX h˜˚ ´ nδnδ˜n hJJX h˜˚ `Opnδnδ˜2nq. (C.5)
Next consider the conditional variance term in (C.1):
V pW }Qn|Pnq “
ÿ
xPX
P 1pxqV pWx}Qnq ` δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqV pWx}Qnq. (C.6)
The first term in the right side admits the Taylor expansionÿ
xPX
P 1pxqV pWx}Qnq “
ÿ
xPX
P 1pxqV pWx}Q˚q
`δ˜n
ÿ
x1PX
h˜˚px1q
ÿ
xPX
P 1pxq BV pWx}pPW qqBP px1q
ˇˇˇˇ
P“P 1
`Opδ˜2nq
“ V pP 1;W q ` δ˜nh˜˚J v˘ `Opδ˜2nq. (C.7)
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The second term in the right side of (C.6) can be expanded as
δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqV pWx}Qnq “ δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqV pWx}Q˚q `Opδnδ˜nq
“ δnhJv˜ `Opδnδ˜nq (C.8)
where v˜ was defined in (2.40). Substituting (C.7) and (C.8) into (C.6) and multiplying by n
yields
nV pW }Qn|Pnq “ n
”
V pP 1;W q ` δ˜nh˜˚Jv˘ ` δnhJv˜ `Opδnδ˜nq `Opδ˜2nq
ı
“ n
”
V pP 1;W q ` δ˜nh˜˚Jv˘ ` δnhJv˜ `Opδnδ˜nq
ı
. (C.9)
By Assumption (A1), we have V pP 1;W q ą 0. Using the expansion ?1` δ “ 1` 1
2
δ ` Opδ2q
as δ Ñ 0, we obtain
a
nV pW }Qn|Pnq “
a
nV pP 1;W q
d
1` 1
V pP 1;W q
´
δ˜nh˜˚Jv˘ ` δnhJv˜ `Opδnδ˜nq
¯
“
a
nV pP 1;W q ` ?n δ˜nh˜
˚Jv˘ ` δn hJv˜ `Opδnδ˜nq
2
a
V pP 1;W q `Opδ
2
n
?
nq.(C.10)
Finally,
T pW }Qn|Pnq “
ÿ
xPX
P 1pxqT pWx}Qnq ` δn
ÿ
xPX
hpxqT pWx}Qnq
“ T pP 1;W q `Opδ˜nq `Opδnq
“ T pP 1;W q `Opδnq. (C.11)
It follows from (C.9), (C.11), (2.12), and (2.14) that
FǫpW }Qn|Pnq “ 1
2
t2ǫ ´
T pW }Qn|Pnq
6V pW }Qn|Pnqpt
2
ǫ ´ 1q `
1
2
logp2πV pW }Qn|Pnqq
“ FǫpP 1;W q `Opδnq. (C.12)
Combining (C.1), (C.5), (C.10), and (C.12), we obtain
ζnpPn, Qnq “ ζnpP 1;W q`nδnhJ∆`nδ˜
2
n
2
h˜˚JJX h˜˚´nδnδ˜n hJJX h˜˚´ tǫ
?
nrδ˜nh˜˚Jv˘ ` δn hJv˜s
2
a
V pP 1;W q `Opδ
2
n
?
nq
which reduces to (4.10) using the definitions of g˜ and g˘ in (4.9).
(ii) Straightforward. l
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D Proof of Lemma 6.1
Successive differentiation of the cgf κ at s “ 1 yields κp1q “ 0, κ1p1q “ D, κ2p1q “ V , and
κ3p1q “ T . The supremum in the definition of Λpaq is achieved by s that satisfies a “ κ1psq
and thus sÑ 1 as aÑ D. Moreover
da
ds
“ κ2psq
and Λpaq “ sκ1psq ´ κpsq. Differentiating with respect to s, we obtain
dΛpaq
ds
“ sκ2psq “ sda
ds
.
This implies
Λ1paq fi dΛpaq
da
“ s ñ Λ1pDq “ 1.
Differentiating Λpaq a second time, we have
Λ2paq fi dΛ
1paq
da
“ ds
da
“ 1
κ2psq ñ Λ
2pDq “ 1
V
.
Differentiating a third time, we obtain
Λ3paq fi dΛ
2paq
da
“ ds
da
d
ds
ˆ
1
κ2psq
˙
“ ´ κ
3psq
pκ2psqq3 ñ Λ
3pDq “ ´ T
V 3
which is finite because we have assumed |T | ă 8 and V ą 0. Hence the second-order Taylor
expansion of Λpaq is given by
Λpaq “ ΛpDq ` pa´DqΛ1pDq ` 1
2
pa´Dq2Λ2pDq `Oppa´Dq3q
“ a` 1
2V
pa´Dq2 `Oppa´Dq3q as aÑ D
which proves the claim. l
E Proof of Proposition 6.2
For each i ě 1, the random variable Li “ log dPipYiqdQipYiq has cgf
κipsq “ logEQi
ˆ
dPi
dQi
˙s
“ ps´ 1qDspPi}Qiq
under Qi. We have
κip1q “ 0, κ1ip1q “ Di, κ2i p1q “ Vi.
Averaging over i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, we obtain
κnp1q “ 0, κ1np1q “ Dn, κ2np1q “ V n.
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Denote by Λnp¨q the large-deviations function for
řn
i“1 Li.
Under (LR1) (LR2) (LR3), the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 hold with Pn “
śn
i“1 Pi,
Qn “
śn
i“1Qi playing the roles of P and Q. Evaluating (6.3) at a “ an of (6.4) and multiplying
by n, we obtain
nΛnpanq “ nan ` npan ´Dnq
2
2V n
`Opan ´Dnq3
“ nan ` pt´ c{
a
nV nq2
2
`Opn´1{2q
“ nan ` t
2
2
`Opn´1{2q. (E.1)
Denote by sn the solution to an “ κ1npsnq which is guaranteed to exist by Assumption
(LR3). Since κ1np1q “ Dn, κ2np1q ‰ 0, and κ1npsq is continuous at s “ 1, we have sn Ñ 1 as
an Ñ Dn.
(i) Semistrong nonlattice case: We first show that Chaganty and Sethuraman’s condi-
tions (CS1), (CS2), (CS3) of Sec. 5.2 are met. Then [26, Theorem 3.3] is applied with an,
sn, κn and Λn respectively playing the roles of mn, τn, ψn and γn in [26], i.e.,
Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
Li ě nan
+
„ e
´nΛnpanq
sn
a
2πnκ2npsnq
as nÑ8 (E.2)
where Li “ log dPipYiqdQipYiq for 1 ď i ď n. Since sn Ñ 1 as nÑ8 and κ2npsnq Ñ κ2np1q “ V n, (6.5)
follows.
Conditions (CS1) and (CS2) follow directly from (LR1) and (LR2). Condition (CS3)
is evaluated using the same method as in [26, p. 1687], also see the discussion in [21, pp. 546—
548]. Denote by Mk the mgf of Lk. Since tLku is assumed to be a sequence of semistrong
nonlattice random variables, one of the conditions (NL1), (NL2), or (NL3) of Def. 6.1
applies. If (NL1) applies, then
Dδ0 ą 0 : sup
1ďkďn
sup
δă|ω|ăλsn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mkpsn ` iωq
Mkpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1´ apδ, λq, @0 ă δ ă δ0 ă λ (E.3)
for some strictly positive apδ, λq. Henceˇˇˇˇ
Mpnqpsn ` iωq
Mpnqpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
nź
k“1
ˇˇˇˇ
Mkpsn ` iωq
Mkpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď r1´ apδ, λqsn
vanishes exponentially with n, and Condition (CS3) holds. If condition (NL2) applies, then
sup
δ1ă|ω|ăλsn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mpnqpsn ` iωq
Mpnqpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
δ1ă|ω|ăλsn
ź
kPIδ
ˇˇˇˇ
Mkpsn ` iωq
Mkpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď r1´ apδ1, λqsrδns “ op1{?nq
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and therefore condition (CS3) is again satisfied. Finally, if condition (NL3) applies, the same
technique is applied to the mgf of the sums Lik ` Ljk , k ě 1.
To show the inequality “ě nan” may be replaced with a strict inequality, consider an in
(6.4) where the constant c is replaced by c` δ for some δ ą 0. Then we have
Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
Li ě nan ` δ
+
ď Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
Li ą nan
+
ď Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
Li ě nan
+
.
By (6.4) and (6.5), the ratio of the right side to the left side is eδ`op1q. Since δ is arbitrarily
small, we obtain Qn t
řn
i“1 Li ą nanu “ r1` op1qsQn t
řn
i“1 Li ě nanu.
(ii) Lattice case: If
řn
k“1 Lk is a lattice random variable, so is each component Lk. Then
Dδ1 ą 0 : sup
1ďkďn
sup
δă|ω|ăπ{dn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mkpsn ` iωq
Mkpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1´ apδq, @0 ă δ ă δ1
for some strictly positive apδq. Therefore
sup
δă|ω|ăπ{dn
ˇˇˇˇ
Mpnqpsn ` iωq
Mpnqpsnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď r1´ apδqsn, @δ ą 0
and (CS3’) holds. Applying [26, Theorem 3.5] we have, for nan P Ωn (also see (5.47))
Qn
#
nÿ
i“1
Li ě nan
+
„ sndn
1´ e´sndn
e´nΛnpanq
sn
a
2πnκ2npsnq
as nÑ 8. (E.4)
Since sn Ñ 1 and κ2np1q “ V n, this proves (6.6). l
F Proof of Lemma 8.13
We seek to prove the lower bound (8.44), restated here for convenience:ÿ
PPP1XPnpX q
πpP qβ1´ǫpP q,n,P ě βˆ1´ǫ,n r1` op1qs, where
ÿ
P
πpP q ǫpP q ď ǫ.
By the fundamental theorem of linear programming, the minimization problem
β˚n fi inf
π
ÿ
P
πpP qβ1´ǫpP q,n,P subj. to
ÿ
P
πpP q ǫpP q ď ǫ
is achieved by a distribution π that has support at two points, say P1 and P2 (which may
coincide). Let q1 “ πpP1q, ǫ1 “ ǫpP1q, and ǫ2 “ ǫpP2q. Then
β˚n “ min
q1,ǫ1,ǫ2
q1β1´ǫ1,n,P1 ` p1´ q1qβ1´ǫ2,n,P2 subj. to q1ǫ1 ` p1´ q1qǫ2 “ ǫ. (F.1)
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If ǫ1 “ ǫ2 “ ǫ, the minimand in (F.1) is equal to β1´ǫ,n. We show this value cannot be
substantially reduced by having ǫ1 ‰ ǫ2. The derivations below are based on Theorem 6.3 which
provides the exact asymptotics for expressions such as log β1´ǫ1,n,P1 . However convergence is
nonuniform over ǫ1 P p0, 1q, hence a special treatment is needed if ǫ1 approaches either 0 or 1.
We show below that the minimizing ǫ1 and ǫ2 in (F.1) are equal to ǫ plus an opn´1{2q term.
Without loss of generality we assume that q1 ě 12 . Six possible cases are considered for
the minimizing pq1, ǫ1q. The desired lower bound on log βn˚ is derived in each case. Cases II-V
are the “boundary” cases for ǫ1 and ǫ2. The main case is Case VI. Fix an arbitrarily small
η P p0, 1´ǫ
2
q.
Case I: q1 ą 1´ 1n . Then ǫ ě q1ǫ1 ě p1´ 1nqǫ1 and
log β˚n
paq
ě log β1´ǫ1,n,P1 ` log q1
pbq
ě log β1´ ǫ
1´1{n
,n,P1 ` log
ˆ
1´ 1
n
˙
pcq
ě log βˆ1´ ǫ
1´1{n
,n ` op1q
pdq“ ´nC `
a
nVǫQ
´1
˜
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
´ 1
2
log n´A
˜
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
` op1q
“ log βˆ1´ǫ,n ` op1q
where inequality (a) follows from (F.1), (b) from the fact that the function β1´ǫ,n,P decreases
with ǫ, (c) from (8.40), and (d) from (8.38).
Case II: 1
2
ď q1 ď 1´ 1n and ǫ1 ă p1´ ηqǫ. Then
log β˚n
paq
ě log β1´ǫ1,n,P1 ` log q1
pbq
ě log β1´p1´ηqǫ,n,P1 ´ log 2
pcq
ě log βˆ1´p1´ηqǫ,n ´ log 2` op1q
ě log βˆ1´ǫ,n ` op1q
where inequality (a) follows from (F.1), (b) from the inequalities q1 ě 1{2 and ǫ1 ă p1´ηqǫ and
the decreasing property of the function β1´ǫ,n,P with respect to ǫ, and (c) from from (8.38).
Case III: 1
2
ď q1 ď 1´ 1n and ǫ2 ă p1´ ηqǫ. Similarly to Case II, we have
log β˚n ě log β1´ǫ2,n,P2 ` logp1´ q1q
ě log β1´p1´ηqǫ,n,P2 ´ log n
ě log βˆ1´p1´ηqǫ,n ´ log n` op1q
ě log βˆ1´ǫ,n ` op1q.
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Case IV: 1
2
ď q1 ď 1´ 1n and ǫ1 ą p1` ηqǫ. Then
ǫ2 “ ǫ´ q1ǫ1
1´ q1 ă ǫ
1´ p1` ηqq1
1´ q1 “ ǫ
ˆ
1´ ηq1
1´ q1
˙
ď ǫ
ˆ
1´ η{2
1{2
˙
“ p1´ ηqǫ
hence Case III applies.
Case V: 1
2
ď q1 ď 1´ 1n and ǫ2 ą 1´ η. Then
ǫ1 “ ǫ´ p1´ q1qǫ2
q1
ă ǫ´ p1´ q1qp1´ ηq
q1
fi fpq1q.
The function fpq1q has derivative given by f 1pq1q “ p1 ´ q1 ´ ǫq{q21 which is positive (hence f
increases) for q1 ă 1 ´ ǫ, and decreases otherwise. Also ǫ1 ă max1{2ďq1ď1 fpq1q. If ǫ ď 12 , we
have ǫ1 ă fp1´ǫq “ η ǫ1´ǫ (unconstrained maximum of f). If ǫ ą 12 , then ǫ1 ă fp12q “ p2ǫ´1q`η
(constrained maximum). In both cases, ǫ1 ă p1 ´ ηqǫ owing to our condition η ă 1´ǫ2 , hence
Case II applies.
Case VI: 1
2
ď q1 ď 1 ´ 1n and p1 ´ ηqǫ ď ǫ1 ď p1 ` ηqǫ and p1 ´ ηqǫ ď ǫ2 ď 1 ´ η. Then
ρn fi
q1
1´q1 P r1, n´ 1s and 0 ď log ρn ă log n. Let δn fi ǫ1´ ǫ P r´ηǫ, ηǫs, then ǫ1 “ ǫ` δn and
ǫ “ ǫ1q1 ` ǫ2p1´ q1q ñ p1´ q1qǫ “ δnq1 ` ǫ2p1´ q1q ñ ǫ2 “ ǫ´ ρnδn.
Since q1 and 1´ q1 are in p0, 1q, we may lower bound βn˚ as
β˚n ě min
q1,ǫ1,ǫ2
q
1`η
1 β1´ǫ1,n,P1 ` p1´ q1q1`ηβ1´ǫ2,n,P2 subj. to q1ǫ1 ` p1´ q1qǫ2 “ ǫ. (F.2)
By (8.38), there exists n0 such that for all n ą n0,
β1´ǫ1,n,P1 ě p1´ ηqβˆ1´ǫ1,n and β1´ǫ2,n,P2 ě p1´ ηqβˆ1´ǫ2,n
and therefore the minimand of (F.2) is lower-bounded by
p1´ ηqrq1`η1 βˆ1´ǫ1,n ` p1´ q1q1`ηβˆ1´ǫ2,ns (F.3)
which is a strictly convex function of q1. Its minimum is obtained by setting the derivative to
zero, hence
0 “ qη1 βˆ1´ǫ1,n ´ p1´ q1qηβˆ1´ǫ2,n
ñ η log ρn ` log βˆ1´ǫ1,n “ βˆ1´ǫ2,n.
Substituting ǫ1 “ ǫ` δn and ǫ2 “ ǫ ´ ρnδn and using the expansion (8.38), we obtain, for all
n ą n0,a
nVǫ`δnQ
´1pǫ` δnq ´Apǫ` δnq ` η log ρn “
a
nVǫ´ρnδnQ
´1pǫ´ ρnδnq ´Apǫ´ ρnδnq (F.4)
which implies that both δn and ρnδn vanish (hence ǫ1, ǫ2 Ñ ǫ) as nÑ8. Denote by c ą 0 the
derivative of the function ´Q´1pǫq evaluated at ǫ. Then taking the first-order Taylor series
expansion of (F.4) around ρn, δn “ 0 and dividing by ´1{
?
nVǫ yields the matching condition
c δn `Opδ2nq “ ´cρnδn `
η log ρn?
nVǫ
`O `ρ2nδ2n˘` opn´1{2q
c δn “ η?
nVǫ
log ρn
1` ρn ` opn
´1{2q. (F.5)
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Denote by λ « 0.3 the maximum of the function log ρ
1`ρ over ρ ě 1; the maximum is achieved at
ρ « 3.6 satisfying log ρ “ 1` 1{ρ. For the optimal δn, ρn and n ą n0, we have
log β˚n
paq
ě logp1´ ηq ` logrq1`η1 βˆ1´ǫ1,n ` p1´ q1q1`ηβˆ1´ǫ2,ns
pbq
ě logp1´ ηq ` logrq1`η1 ` p1´ q1q1`ηs ` log βˆ1´ǫ1,n
pcq
ě logp1´ ηq ´ η log 2` log βˆ1´ǫ1,n
pdq
ě logp1´ ηq ´ η log 2` log βˆ1´ǫ,n ´ η log ρn
1` ρn ` op1q
peq
ě logp1´ ηq ´ η log 2` log βˆ1´ǫ,n ´ ηλ` op1q (F.6)
where (a) follows from (F.3), (b) holds because δn ě 0, hence ǫ1 ě ǫ2, hence βˆ1´ǫ1,n ď βˆ1´ǫ2,n;
(c) is obtained by replacing the second logarithm by its minimum over q1 (which is achieved at
q1 “ 1{2); (d) follows from Taylor expansion of log βˆ1´ǫ1,n as δn Ñ 0 and (F.5); and (e) from
the definition of λ above. Since the asymptotic lower bound (F.6) holds for arbitrarily small
η ą 0, the claim follows. l
G Proof of Theorem 8.14
There are J ă pn ` 1q|X |´1 codeword types in Pc1. For each such type Pj , 1 ď j ď J , denote
by Mj the number of codewords of type Pj and by ǫj the average decoding error probability
conditioned on the codeword having type Pj . Hence
M “
Jÿ
j“1
Mj and ǫ “
Jÿ
j“1
ǫj
Mj
M
. (G.1)
Let qj fiMj{M with is a pmf over t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju. Define the index set
J` fi
#
j P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju : qj ě exp
˜
´c1 n
1{4
log2 n
¸+
which contains at least one element. Moreoverÿ
jPJ`
qj ě 1´ pJ ´ 1q exp
˜
´c1 n
1{4
log2 n
¸
Ñ 1 as nÑ8 (G.2)
and from (G.1),
ǫ “
Jÿ
j“1
ǫjqj ě
ÿ
jPJ`
ǫjqj. (G.3)
Let
q1j “
qjř
jPJ` qj
, j P J` (G.4)
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which is a pmf over J`. By (G.2), (G.3) and (G.4), we haveÿ
jPJ`
ǫjq
1
j ď
ǫ
1´ pJ ´ 1q exp
´
´ c1 n1{4
log2 n
¯ ď ǫ«1` 2J exp˜´c1 n1{4
log2 n
¸ff
.
Since q1 is a pmf over J`, there exists j P J` such that
ǫ
2
ď ǫj ď ǫ
«
1` 2J exp
˜
´c1 n
1{4
log2 n
¸ff
(G.5)
and
qj “ Mj
M
ě exp
˜
´c1 n
1{4
log2 n
¸
. (G.6)
hence logM ď logMj ` c1 n1{4log2 n .
By Theorem 8.6(iii) with δn “ 1n1{4 logn , we have
logMj ď ζnpPj ;W q ` 1
2
log n` op1q
paq
ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫjq ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs, 1 ď j ď J
pbq
ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1
˜
ǫ
«
1` 2J exp
˜
´c1 n
1{4
log2 n
¸ff¸
´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
pcq“ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs (G.7)
where (a) follows from (4.7) and the fact that Pj R P1, (b) from (G.5) and the fact that the
function ´Q´1pǫq is increasing, and (c) because the derivative of this function at ǫ is bounded.
Thus
logM ď logMj ` c1 n
1{4
log2 n
ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ´ c1 n
1{4
log2 n
r1` op1qs
which proves the claim. l
H Proof of Theorem 3.2
The method of proof parallels that of Lemma 8.13. Under the average error probability crite-
rion, any pM, ǫq code on X n is the union of a “good” pM1, ǫ1q subcode with codewords in F1
and a “bad” pM2, ǫ2q subcode with codewords in X nzF1 where
M “M1 `M2 and ǫ “ ǫ1 M1
M1 `M2 ` ǫ2
M2
M1 `M2 . (H.1)
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By Theorems 8.12 and 8.14 respectively we have
logM1 ď logM1pn, ǫ1q fi nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ1q ` 1
2
log n`Apǫ1q ` op1q (H.2)
logM2 ď logM2pn, ǫ2q fi nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ2q ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs. (H.3)
Let q1 “ M1M1`M2 P p0, 1q, hence ǫ “ q1ǫ1 ` q2ǫ2. Using the identity M “ M1q1 “ M21´q1 and
applying the upper bounds (H.2) and (H.3), we obtain
logM “ min tlogM1 ´ log q1, logM2 ´ logp1´ q1qu
ď min  logM1pn, ǫ1q ´ log q1, logM2pn, ǫ2q ´ logp1´ q1q(
ď sup
0ăq1ă1
min
 
logM1pn, ǫ1q ´ log q1, logM2pn, ǫ2q ´ logp1´ q1q
(
. (H.4)
Since the first argument of the min function decreases continuously from `8 to a finite value
and the second argument increases continuously from a finite value to `8 as q1 ranges from
0 to 1, the supremum over q1 is achieved when the two arguments are equal:
logM1pn, ǫ1q ´ log q1 “ logM2pn, ǫ2q ´ logp1´ q1q. (H.5)
There are three possible cases for the maximizing q1. An upper bound on logM is derived for
each case.
Case I: q1 ą 1´ 1n . Then ǫ ě q1ǫ1 ě p1´ 1nqǫ1 and (H.5) yields
logM
paq
ď logM1
˜
n,
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
´ log
ˆ
1´ 1
n
˙
pbq“ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1
˜
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
` 1
2
log n`A
˜
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
` op1q
“ logM1pn, ǫq ` op1q
where inequality (a) follows from the fact that the function M1pn, ǫq increases with ǫ, and (b)
from (H.2).
Case II: q1 ă 1n . Then similarly to Case I, ǫ ě p1´ 1nqǫ2. Using (H.5) and (H.3), we obtain
logM ď logM2
˜
n,
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
´ log
ˆ
1´ 1
n
˙
“ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1
˜
ǫ
1´ 1
n
¸
´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
“ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs.
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Case III: 1
n
ď q1 ď 1 ´ 1n . Then ρn fi q11´q1 P r 1n´1 , n ´ 1s and | log ρn| ă log n. Let
δn fi ǫ1 ´ ǫ P r´ǫ, 1´ ǫs, then (H.1) yields
ǫ “ ǫ1q1 ` ǫ2p1´ q1q ñ p1´ q1qǫ “ δnq1 ` ǫ2p1´ q1q ñ ǫ2 “ ǫ´ ρnδn.
With this notation, (H.5) becomes
logM 1pn, ǫ` δnq ´ log ρn “ logM2pn, ǫ´ ρnδnq
nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ` δnq ` 1
2
log n`Apǫ` δnq ´ log ρn “ nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ´ ρnδnq ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ` δnq “ ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ´ ρnδnq ´ c1 n
1{4
log n
r1` op1qs
(H.6)
which implies that limnÑ8 δn “ limnÑ8 ρnδn “ 0. Denote by c1 ą 0 the derivative of the
function ´Q´1pǫq evaluated at ǫ. Then first-order Taylor series expansion of (H.6) around
δn “ 0 yields the matching condition
c1 δn `Opδ2nq “ ´c1ρnδn ´
c{?V
n1{4 log n
r1` op1qs `O `ρ2nδ2n˘
p1` ρnqδn “ ´ c
c1
?
V n1{4 log n
r1` op1qs `Opδ2nq `O
`
ρ2nδ
2
n
˘
. (H.7)
The only possible asymptotic solution is
δn “ ´ cp1` ρnqc1
?
V log2 n
r1` op1qs (H.8)
which satisfies (H.7) as well as the conditions limnÑ8 δn “ 0 and limnÑ8 ρnδn “ 0 for all
ρn P r 1n´1 , n´ 1s. Moreover for any such ρn, (H.8) yields
c1
a
nVǫδn ´ log q1 “ ´ cn
1{4
p1` ρnq log n r1` op1qs ´ log q1
“ pq1 ´ 1qn
1{4
2 log n
r1` op1qs ´ log q1
ď ´ c
n3{4 log n
r1` op1qs (H.9)
with asymptotic equality when q1 “ 1´ 1n , or equivalently, ρn “ n´ 1. Thus
logM
paq
ď logM1pn, ǫ` δnq ´ log q1
pbq
ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫ` δnq ` 1
2
log n`Apǫ` δnq ´ log q1 ` op1q
pcq“ nC ´
a
nVǫrQ´1pǫq ´ c1δn `Opδ2nqs `
1
2
log n`Apǫq ´ log q1 ` op1q
pdq
ď nC ´
a
nVǫQ
´1pǫq ` 1
2
log n`Apǫq ` op1q
“ logM1pn, ǫq ` op1q
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where (a) follows from (H.5), (b) from (H.2), (c) from the fact that δn Ñ 0, and (d) from
(H.9).
In summary, the upper bound logM ď logM1pn, ǫq ` op1q applies in all three cases. This
concludes the proof. l
I Proof of Theorem 3.5
(i) Converse. By symmetry of the BSC there is no loss of generality in assuming that
0 ă λ ă 1
2
, in which case the lattice span d “ log 1´λ
λ
. Let
nan fi nC ´
?
nV tǫ ´ 1
6
S
?
V pt2ǫ ´ 1q.
Fix Q “ Q˚ and any binary sequence x. The function β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq is independent of x
(as noted in [7, Appendix K]), and its exact asymptotics are obtained from Theorem 6.3(ii):
β1´ǫpW np¨|xq, Qnq “ d e
d{2
1´ e´d
expt´nan ´ 12t2ǫ ` op1qu?
2πV n
(I.1)
for all n such that nan ` d2 P Ω. The function β1´ǫ is piecewise linear in ǫ, with breaks at the
points satisfying nan ` d2 P Ω. 13 By convexity of the function expt¨u, the equality in (I.1) is
replaced with ě for nan ` d2 R Ω. Applying Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, we obtain
logM˚pn, ǫq ď nan ` 1
2
t2ǫ `
1
2
logp2πV nq ´ log d e
d{2
1´ e´d ` op1q, nan `
d
2
P Ω.
(ii) Achievability. We use iid random codes drawn from Q˚ and analyse the error prob-
ability starting from the expression (7.10). We select the threshold zn˚ to be a lattice point.
Recall k “ maxt1, r1
d
su and that the normalized lattice random variable Tn has span d?
nV
. We
choose tn˚ to be the largest t P Ω such that t ď tˆǫ,n ` kd?nV . Hence zn˚ “ nC ´
?
nV tn˚ and
PZ1,ntZ1,n ă z˚nu “ 1´ FTnpt˚nq “ 1´ FTn
ˆ
tˆǫ,n ` kd?
nV
˙
“ ǫ´ kd?
nV
φptǫq ` opn´1{2q.
Moreover tn˚ “ tˆǫ,n ` pk´γnqd?nV where γn is a sawtooth function of tˆǫ,n that oscillates between 0
and 1.
Next, the random variables L “ log W pY |Xq
Q˚pY q and L
1 “ log W pY |X1q
Q˚pY q are iid under the tilted
distribution P˜L1L of (7.20). Hence the normalized random variables Wn and W
1
n of (7.22) are
13 The expression (I.1) could be derived independently of Theorem 6.3(ii) by noting that the random count
Zn fi
řn
i“1 1tYi “ xiu is a sufficient statistic for the test; Zn is a binomial random variable with n trials
and parameter 1 ´ λ and 1
2
under W np¨|xq and Qn, respectively. One can then derive (I.1) using the exact
asymptotics (5.41) for the tail of the binomial distribution, together with the asymptotic expression PrtBipn, pq “
rnp`anpp1´ pqtsu „ φptq?
npp1´pq
.
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independent lattice random variables with zero offset and span d?
nV
. Denote their marginal
pmf by pn, and note that pnp0q „ d?nV φptǫq. From (7.25), we obtain
P˜nL1Lt0 ďWn ďW 1nu “ e´z
˚
n
ÿ
wě0
pnpwq
ÿ
w1ěw
pnpw1qe´
?
nV w1
„ e´z˚n
ÿ
wě0
pnpwq2e´
?
nV w
ÿ
k1PN
e´dk
1
“ e´z˚n
ÿ
wě0
pnpwq2
1´ e´d e
´?nV w
„ e´z˚n pnp0q
2
p1´ e´dq2 „ e
´z˚n
ˆ
d
1´ e´d
˙2
φptǫq2
nV
which is the same as (7.27), multiplied by the constant
´
d
1´e´d
¯2 ě 1. Hence (7.10) yields
PrtErroru “ ǫ´ φptǫq?
nV
«
kd` enRn´z˚n
ˆ
d
1´ e´d
˙2
φptǫq?
nV
ff
` opn´1{2q.
The Opn´1{2q term vanishes if we use the same nRn as in the nonlattice case (with ρ “ 0)
minus the quantity 2 log d
1´e´d`pk´γnqd´ logpkdq´1 ě ´γnd. (Since x´ log x´1 ě 0@x P R,
this motivated our choice of the integer k). Since γn ě 0, we can relax this quantity to the
constant 2 log d
1´e´d ` kd´ logpkdq ´ 1, hence the claim. l
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